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IN THE
UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS

FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT.

Thomas S. Nowell, Willis E. Nowell, ^

The Nowell Mining & Milling Co., a

corporation, and the Alaska Nowell
Gold Mining Co., a corporation.

Appellants,

vs.

J. C. McBride, as Receiver of the Ber-

NERS Bay Mining & Milling Co., and
Henry Endicott, Intervener,

Appellees.
^

No. 1436.

Upon Appeal from the United States District Court for

the District of Alaska, Division Number One.

REPLY BRIEF OF APPELLANTS.

Note.

We realize that this reply brief has attained con-

siderable length. Were it not for our belief that the

herein contained exposition of the complicated facts

of a bulky record will materially lessen the labors of

this Court in arriving at their decision, we should

hesitate to submit it. We have done our best to

abbreviate it and we regret we did not better succeed.



ARGUMENT.

FIRST

There was no Contract between the Nowells and

Henry Endicott.

The first proposition of appellees is that there was

a contract between Thomas S, Nowell and Willis E.

Nowell and Henry Endicott, as a stockholder of the

Berners Bay Company, whereby the "Johnson

Group" was to be conveyed by the Nowells to the

Berners Bay Company. Endicott performed the con-

tract on his part. (Appellees' brief, p. 24.)

In support of this contention the unsigned offer

of Thomas S. Nowell to Henry Endicott is offered in

evidence. It is to be noticed that appellees do not cite

a single judicial decision in support of this their first

contention. The objection was repeatedly taken at

the trial that proof of this contract must be in writing

as provided by the Statute of Frauds.

Appellees assert that this contract was made. In

support of their assertion they offer an unsigned type-

written memorandum and urge that certain acts were

done pursuant to that unsigned offer, all of which

happened ten years ago. Thomas S. Nowell denies the

acceptance of his offer. This throws the burden on

appellees of satisfying the Statute of Frauds, and they

must prove a legal agreement which must be in writing.

(Brief of Willis E. Nowell, p. 125.) The Statute of

Frauds requires that the memorandum be signed.

This memorandum is not signed and the statute oper-

ates with full force against it. Appellees maintain



that an arrangement was carried out practically in

accord with the terms of this unsigned memorandum.

But that does not satisfy the statute or prove the con-

tract. It proves that Henry Endicott bought some

bonds as did his associates, but it does not prove that

they bought them in the execution of and in reliance

upon the terms of that unsigned memorandum.

Let tis look at the conduct of the Endicotts with

reference to that unsigned memorandum. Henry

Endicott must have noticed at once that it was un-

signed. If so, and he considered it a contract, why

did he fail to secure the signature to it of Thomas S.

Nowell? He did not do even that. On the contrary,

he placed so little reliance or value upon it that he

lost it and cotdd not find it again until four years after,

in 1900. {Tr. 198.) Here we have a party attempt-

ing to set up a writing which he neglected to have

completed by a signature, and which he valued so

little that he actually lost it, and who allowed four

years to elapse, after having actual knowledge of the

fraud he claims was practised upon him, before he

succeeds in finding it. {Tr. 198). But after they have

found this unsigned memorandum, what do they do?

Do they bring suit? No! They wait for five or six

years more without taking action. The fact that they

took no action for about six years after finding this

precious unsigned memorandum proves that the ex-

cuse of its loss is false.

This unsigned memorandum, so little valued that

it was mislaid and not found for three or four years,

and which, after it finally had been found, was care-

fully preserved for five or six years more without action



being taken on it — this unsigned memorandum that

has been kicked about for nearly ten years is now

solemnly brought into court and appellees are attempt-

ing to make it serve as the basis upon which to predi-

cate, not this but still another contract to be specifically

enforced by a Court of Equity. But this ridiculous

and absurd state of facts is not all. In the brief of

Malony & Cobb for appellants, at p. 58, the following

statement is to be found

:

"There is not the slightest evidence that Henry
Endicott, Hobart, Lamkin, and others who were
purchasing the 46 bonds did not act entirely upon
the theory that the stock and bonds they were pur-

chasing were worth the amount they paid for them.
Nor is there anywhere in the evidence any proof

that the}^ would not have bought such stock and
bonds unless they had believed that the Johnson
claims were to be conveyed to the Bemers Bay
Mining and Milling Company."

But the record in this case does offer astounding

proof of the fact that the Endicotts did consider these

bonds to be a valuable security and worth what they

paid for them. On page 200 of the transcript of this

record is the following testimony by Henry Endicott:

''Question No. 16. Is it not a fact, that on the

26th day of July, 1901, and at a time when you were

holding two hundred and sixty-one (261) of the bonds

of the Bemers Bay Mining & Milling Company, you

executed an agreement or contract with Thomas S.

Nowell, Frederick D. Nowell and Willis E. Nowell,

as parties of the second part, and in which contract

you expressly recognized and contracted on the basis



that the Nowell Mining & Milling Company was the

owner of the Johnson claims?

Answer No. 16. I do not remember the transac-

tion mentioned in question, but I felt at that time that

I was willing to join in any proposed sale of the

Bemers Bay properties, hoping to realize at least a

part of the investment made by me at Mr. Nowell 's

request rather than engage in litigation with him at

such times over the title to the Johnson claims.''

(N.B. In passing it is to be noticed that the

above question and answer. No. 16, contain the legal

elements supporting a reversal of the decree of the

District Court in that they show a waiver of a right

to complain by purchasing bonds subsequently to the

transaction complained of, a contractual recognition

of the validity of the ownership of the Nowells in the

Johnson Group, and finally a prudential reason for

not asserting a claim to the said Johnson Group for

the unreasonably long time of ten years.)

At page 162 of the record Henry Endicott testified

that he could not remember whether or not he was a

bondholder in June, 1896. He avers that he pur-

chased for himself eight (8) of the forty-six (46) bonds

in question. {Tr. 57.) That was in June, 1896. On

July 26, 1901, we find that Henry Endicott held two

hundred and sixty-one (261) of the 500 bonds of the

Bemers Bay Company. Therefore subsequently to the

transaction of which he complains he acquired the ma-

jority of the whole issue of five hundred bonds of this

company I

What interpretation are we to put upon such a

state of facts? Henry Endicott testified that he had



knowledge in December, 1896, of the fact that the

Johnson Group had not been conveyed. {Tr. 196.)

We find that for four and one-half {AV) years after

Henry Endicott had actual knowledge of the fact that

the Johnson Group had not been conveyed, he continued

to acquire these bonds until he held a majority of

them over and above the eight he originally acquired

in June, 1896. He testified that he was induced to

purchase these eight (8) bonds in June, 1896, on the

strength of Thomas S. Nowell's promise to convey

the Johnson claims to the Bemers Bay Company;

that he knew in December, 1896, they had not been

conveyed; and he avers that it was a fraud upon

him. He is now invoking the protection of a Court

of Equity against that fraud, in spite of the signifi-

cant fact that for a period of four and one-half (4|)

years subsequently to the transaction of which he

complains, and with actual knowledge of all the facts,

he continued to acquire these bonds until he had

acquired more than one-half {\) of the whole issue of

five hundred (500) bonds.

If he was dissatisfied, what did he buy thirty-one

times as many more bonds for? If he considered

Thomas S. Nowell a fraud, why did he show so much

willingness to place such large sums of money into the

imcontrolled custody of such a dishonest man?

(Appellees' brief, p. 24.) If he did not intend to

waive the rights he now pretends to have, why did he

buy two hundred and fifty-three thousand dollars

($253,000) worth more of these bonds? If he relied

upon the promise and representations of Thomas S.

Nowell to induce him to purchase the insignificant
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number of eight (8) bonds, why did he purchase the

enormous number of 253 more bonds without any

promises and representations of Thomas S. Nowell, and

all the time well knowing that Thomas S. Nowell had

practised this alleged fraud upon him ? If he felt that

he had any rights under this unsigned memorandum,

why did he wait nearly ten 3'ears, until he had as-

sociated himself in 1905 with a reorganization com-

mittee, whose only interest in this issue is a specula-

tive one, before bringing suit?

Before an affirmance of the decree below can be

had, the above incontrovertible facts must be met and

satisfactorily disposed of. The above state of facts is

conclusive against the right of Henry Endicott or of

any other person to come into a Court of Equity and

at this late day specifically enforce this alleged con-

tract.

The above facts prove that Henry Endicott went

and purchased 253 more of these bonds, after this

transaction complained of, with actual knowledge of

all the facts, just the same as if it never had existed.

How can it be held that such unsigned memorandum

was and is a subsisting legal obligation when the

subsequent acts of the complaining party are over-

whelmingly in favor of a verdict that the exact contrary

is the case? The conduct of Henry Endicott is en-

tirely incompatible with the idea that he regarded this

unsigned memorandum as embodying a subsisting and

enforceable legal obligation. His conduct is in entire

disagreement with the idea that he was induced by

the terms of this unsigned memorandum to purchase

those eight bonds in June, 1896. His conduct is



equally incompatible with the allegation of fraud that

has been so persistently pressed upon this Court,

coupled with an equally persistent failure to produce

the proofs of the alleged fraud.

The theory that Henry Endicott bought these

8 bonds in June, 1896, to save his stock interest for

which he testified he had paid $10,000 (Tr. 161) is

much more reasonable than to suppose he bought 251

hoyids to save 8. And it is a much more reasonable

supposition to hold that if he considered the capital

stock worth purchasing for cash, he would be likely to

regard the mortgage bonds as a better purchase. This

theory of a fraudulent alteration goes in the teeth

of all reasonable inferences to be drawn from the con-

duct of the parties for the past eight or ten years.

The established facts of this case are entirel}^ irrecon-

cilable with any idea, theory or suspicion of fraud.

This alleged contract with Henry Endicott is the

sole foundation upon which appellees have erected

these charges of fraud. The conduct of Henry Endi-

cott sweeps away this foundation and this structure,

erected thereon, falls to the ground like a house of

cards. What justification can exist imder this state

of facts for holding that Thomas S. Nowell committed

a fraud upon Henry Endicott, and that Henry Endi-

cott, at this late day, is entitled to change his mind and

enforce a contract that was never made, or if ever

made was either abandoned in toto, or else its non-

performance acquiesced in, and considered perfectly

satisfactory ?

In our brief for appellant Willis E. Nowell, at

p. 112, we made the following citation:



"It is not necessary, in order to render a trans-

action unimpeachable, that any positive act of

confirmation or release should take place. It is

enough, if proof can be given of a fixed and un-
biased determination not to impeach the trans-

action. This may be proved, either by acts evi-

dencing acquiescence, or by the mere lapse of

time during which the transaction has been
allowed to stand. Acquiescence or delay for a
length of time after a man is in a situation to

enforce a right, and with full knowledge of the
facts, is, in equity, cogent evidence of a waiver
and abandonment of the right."

Kerr on Mistake and Fraud (Bump's Ed.),

298.

This doctrine is too well established to make

further citations necessary.

In order to hold that Henry Endicott has the

right to invoke the aid of a Court of Equity in

enforcing this pretended contractual right we must

first wipe out of existence the Statute of Frauds;

nullify the Statute of Limitations; overrule the doc-

trine of unexcused delay as a bar in equity as laid

down by the United States Supreme Court; shut our

eyes to conclusive acts of acquiescence and of the

subsequent purchase of a majority of these bonds,

proving absolute satisfaction with the bargain as car-

ried out of June 24, 1896; presume fraud without

proofs; and finally enforce a contract that has not

been proved and that was never made, or if ever made,

was mutually abandoned, or its performance never

desired.

On the matter of this alleged contract between

Henry Endicott and Thomas S. Nowell we beg to call
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the attention of the Court to pages 123 to 132 of

Willis E. Nowell's brief under the title "Constructive

Trust." The same point is discussed, pages 24 to 33

of appellees' brief. Appellees' treatment of this ques-

tion speaks for itself. In all those nine (9) pages of

appellees' brief there is not to be found a single cita-

tion from the authorities. It certainly is a most re-

markable proposition, to support which an attorney at

law can -find not a single precedent. There is not even

an attempt at controverting the legal propositions we

advanced to show that Henry Endicott had no right

to enforce.

This intervener comes into this Court, seeking to

enforce this stale claim upon the pretended allegation

of fraud and averring that he was induced to buy

these said eight (8) bonds in consideration of the

promise of Thomas S. Nowell. He sets up this claim

ten years after the transaction. In the meantime, be-

tween June, 1896, and July, 1901, he acquired two

hundred and fifty-three (253) of these five hundred

(500) bonds, subsequently to the transaction in ques-

tion, independently of any further promises or repre-

sentations, and while acquiring these 253 bonds, all

this time (four and one-half years), having actual

knowledge of the fact that Thomas S. Nowell had not

conveyed the Johnson mines to the Berners Bay

Company.

Can this Court ask for more satisfactory or more

conclusive evidence of the bad faith of this intervener,

or of the total lack of honesty with which he is deal-

ing with this Court ?

This theory of fraud and breach of contract is a

10



trumped-up affair, a fictitiously devised scheme, an

ill-disguised afterthought, which has no basis in fact

or law. Is it probable that Henry Endicott pur-

chased 253 bonds to save 8? Henry Endicott now

has 8261,000 of the bonds, and a few thousands in

stock! The company is insolvent, and the bonds are

in default. Henry Endicott brings a stockholders'

suit to protect his stock interest that has "no practical

equity in the property F' (Tr. 207.) The heavy bond-

holder is masquerading as the minority stockholder.

Why? The reorganization committee claims to con-

trol more than 400 out of the 500 bonds! {Tr. 479.)

That's why. It would be a fine thing to get the

Johnson claims by the simple device of a fictitious

lawsuit. It is as plain as day.

Mere Expressions of Opinion should not be relied upon.

Appellees in the first section of their brief lay

much stress upon the opinion expressed by Thomas

S. Nowell that the Johnson claims possessed great

value. Mr. Nowell is said to have stated in that

unsigned memorandum that he ''believed the Johnson

properties have more real value in the deposit than

all of the present holdings of the Berners Bay Com-

pany." (Appellees' brief, p. 26.)

Now, that is an expression of pure opinion of the

prospective value of these claims. It could not have

been stated as a fact, because it had not been demon-

strated, and every man with an atom of sense knows

that such statement of the prospective value of an

undeveloped mining claim is conjecture and mere esti-

11



mate until the value had been proved by costly and

extensive development, and the ore worked in large

quantities.

Note Mr. Nowell's testimony on this point.

(Tr. 314.)

"Q. Did you not in your statements to the parties

interested state that the Johnson Group were the most

valuable of all the claims?

A. I never doubted but what the Johnson proper-

ties were very valuable, but that is simply a matter of

an estimate without knowledge that can only he gained

by development.''

Any other construction put upon the expression

of opinion contained in this unsigned memorandum is

not reasonable, in fact or in law. Are we to believe

that the Endicotts are willing to have it appear that

they do not possess the knowledge and ability of the

average business man?

" Statements as to the prospective value of

property are generally to be regarded as mere
expressions of opinion or belief which should not
be relied upon, and which do not constitute

fraud."

14 Am. & Eng. Encyc. of Law, p. 40.

Henry Endicott at the time knew full well that

Thomas S. Nowell was not a mining expert, that the

latter 's knowledge of the value of the Johnson mines

was no better than the knowledge of himself or of

any other business man who had had no practical

experience in mining and whose means of knowledge

rested entirely on hearsay. It was clearly an expres-

12



sion of opinion as to the future value of a . mining

prospect made under such circumstances that no man
had any Hcense to rely upon it as a statement of fact.

Stress is laid upon it for mere effect in this suit. The

opinion was expressed as to the other claims having

surface indications, "Very much richer than the

Comet." " Non constat," hnt the richness and pro-

duction of the Comet mine brought this Berners Bay

mining district into prominence. Appellees do not

lay any stress upon the representation that the sur-

face indications of some of the other claims were more

promising than the Comet mine. "Non constat,'' but

the richness of the Comet mine is a matter of common

knowledge in southeastern Alaska.

It is easy to infer from the remark above quoted

that the Comet mine was a favorable standard, and

claims that were prospectively "very much richer

than the Comet" can properly be said to have justi-

fied the transaction. They contain an enormous

potentiality and the company received title to them

under conditions which imposed upon it and the

stockholders the least possible amount of pecuniary

burden, in so far that the deferred stock issued in pay-

ment for these twelve claims was not allowed, by the

terms of the contract, to participate in any dividends

until at least $1,000,000 (one million dollars) had been

earned and paid out in dividends to the holders of the

shares of the old company. In short, the Nowells took

all the risk of ever getting a penny, and the company

received all the benefit. The Nowells conveyed the

twelve claims as agreed upon, they have never derived

one penny from the consideration received therefor,

13



and they never will. Furthermore, these appellees have

not shown that the Berners Bay Company would he in

the least damaged by not owning the Johnson claims in

question. We see, therefore, that the Nowells took

all the risk for the benefit of this company, transferred

valuable claims that had cost them thousands of

dollars, received deferred stock in payment therefor,

and from that day to this they have never received a

penny in return. Fraudulent transactions are usually

devised with the intent to procure pecuniary benefits

for the wrongdoers. The transaction complained of

has benefited the company, and the company alone.

Yet these appellees cry ''fraud.'"

We maintain that Henry Endicott has no right to

do everything under the sun to show his perfect satis-

faction with the agreement as carried out, wait around

with speculative intent for ten years, and then at the

instigation of outsiders, come into a Court of Equity,

set up this stale claim, charge fraud and assert that

because this ancient arrangement was not carried out

it was a fraud upon the Berners Bay Company, and

that the company should be allowed to enforce this

alleged contract to which it never was a party, and to

which appellees, with every possible facility at their

disposal, have not been able to establish it was a party.

To allow a party so to conduct himself and then after

ten years to listen to his prayer for relief would be to

overturn all settled principles of equity and subject

men to the vagaries of the weak and the schemes of

the wicked.

14



Summary of the First Section.

In maintaining that this contract was made
between Henry Endicott and Thomas S. Nowell,

appellees simply give a version of facts as they, in

their interest, are pleased to see them. There is no

pretence of supporting their contentions by citations from

the authorities. It is simply a biased narration of

events by one side to this case. The question of this

contract, its original existence and its present enforcea-

bility is discussed in Willis E. Nowell's brief, pages 123

to 132. There is no attempt in this first section on

the part of appellees to meet the legal propositions

advocated in those pages by appellants. The memo-
randum is not signed. Payment of the whole purchase

price is not such part performance of an oral contract

to convey land as to overcome the plea of the Statute

of Fratids. This contract, if made at all, was made in

Massachusetts and it is barred by the Massachusetts

Statute of Limitations as construed by the Massachu-

setts Supreme Court. Had Henry Endicott brought

suit within the statutory period he had an adequate

remedy at law, and therefore could not have enforced

specific performance. We have shown a delay of ten

years, coupled with excuses manifestly manufactured

and therefore not true, which long unexcused delay

should be a bar in equity without regard to the Massa-

chusetts Statute of Limitations. We have herein

shown facts that absolutely negative all theory of the

existence ever of this alleged contract.

The appellees, in this first section, have made no

attempt to meet the above incontrovertible proposi-
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tions of law. They have not cited a single judicial

decision.

SECOND.

The Allegation of Fraud has not been proved.

The contract as alleged was not made by and

between the Nowells and the Berners Bay Company.

a. A Concise Statement of the Case.

The second proposition of appellees is as follows:

"There was a contract between Thomas S. Nowell and

Willis E. Nowell and the Berners Bay Company for

the conveyance of the 'Johnson Group' by the

Nowells to the Berners Bay Company. The Berners

Bay Company performed the contract on its part; but

the Nowells by committing a fraudulent breach of the

contract, failed and refused to convey the 'Johnson

Group' to the Berners Bay Company. (Appellees'

brief, p. 33.)

Our proposition is that the whole of this second

section of appellees' brief is a bold fabrication of con-

clusions based upon mere assumptions having no

foundation in fact. We will now proceed to demon-

strate this. Appellees have assumed the making of

this alleged contract, and the commission of a fraudu-

lent alteration thereof, because they have got to in order

to show a plausible excuse for bringing this vexatious

suit. In our discussion of this second section of

appellees' brief we will show and discuss facts that

completely demolish appellees' contention of the mak-

ing of the contract herein alleged and its fraudulent

alteration.
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In order to bring into sharply defined contrast

the deficiencies of appellees' case as against the com-

pleteness of appellants' defence, we herewith tabulate

the whole case:

Complainants' Case.

1. Mere general and insufficient averments,

2. A total lack of sufficient excuse for laches.

3. A total absence of proof of their allegations.

Defendants' Case.

1. Legal presumption of innocence of fraud, not

rebutted.

2. No concealment and no attempt at conceal-

ment.

3. Approval, adoption and ratification by the

board of directors of the vote of the stockholders'

meeting of June 24, 1896.

4. Henry Endicott acquires 253 bonds subse-

quently to the transaction of which he complains,

showing a waiver.

5. The parties to the transaction complained of

accept new stock and vote it in seven meetings subse-

quentl}" to the alleged fraud, with full knowledge of all

the facts.

6. Wallace Hackett, one of the said parties, acts

as CO-trustee with Thomas S. Nowell in executing the

vote of the stockholders' meeting of Sept. 20, 1897.

with full knowledge of the alleged fraud.

7. Wallace Hackett was one of incorporators in

1898 of the Now^ell Mining & Milling Company

17



formed to take over the Johnson Group, the property

in controversy.

8. In 1898 Wilham Endicott lends money to

Thomas S. Nowell to enable the latter to complete

his title to the Johnson Group.

9. Inadequate, speculative, insincere excuses

given by the Endicotts for their unconscionable delay,

proving that their attitude towards this case and

this Court is lacking in good faith and honest dealing.

10. This suit is brought for coercive and specu-

lative reasons by a mere reorganization committee

after having failed to secure by corrupt means the co-

operation of the Nowells, which said reorganization

committee recognized in its printed plan the owner-

ship of the Nowells in the Johnson Group.

11. The stockholders all exchanged their stock

in the old company for stock in the re-capitalized com-

pany, without objection.

12. The re-capitalized company took the property

conveyed, without objection, and exercised for nearly

ten years its rights of ownership thereover, without

complaint.

13. Inexcusable and unexcused laches for more

than nine years, rendered still more inexcusable by

reason of prudential motives in delaying for so many
years, which long delay is presumptive against the

validity of the claim made by appellees.

14. Oppressive consequences to these appellants.

The foregoing state of facts proves beyond a doubt

that fraud does not exist in this case as alleged. We
maintain that such proofs are conclusive against

appellees.

18



Beyond these indisputable proofs of the absence

of fraud or fraudulent intent there are other facts

:

15. The running of the Statute of Limitations

against any contractual right or constructive trust

attempted to be injected into the case.

16. Adverse possession for the statutory period

under the iVlaska Civil Code.

17. Possession under a United States patent,

which said patent complainants below failed to adverse.

18. All these foregoing acts, most of which ex-

pressly recognized the validity of the Nowell title to

the Johnson claims, were done with full knowledge

of all the facts, and they were done by these appellees

and the persons who controlled the financial situation

of the Berners Bay Company, and they were also

done freely, without compulsion, and without any

expression of dissatisfaction with Thomas S. Nowell.

Resting the case for appellants upon this im-

pregnable defence we still find Henry Endicott, inter-

vener and stockholder in the Berners Bay Company,

testifying to the fact that the stockholders of the com-

pany have "no practical equity" in the results of this

suit. {Tr. 207.) At this late day, after nine years and

more of dela3\ it is not to be expected that appellants

can do more than to show facts proving that the

allegation of fraud is false. As a matter of strict pro-

cedure appellants need do no more than show their

rights under the written corporate records, and it is

then for appellees to rebut appellants' prima facie case

by evidence showing that the records were not true

in fact. This they certainly have not done, but on

the contrary, the very witnesses upon which they
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rely to prove their case actually disprove it. The

appellees have not even overcome the presumption of

regularity and validity which the law attaches to

such sworn corporate records. The record of this

case, on the other hand, discloses a most remarkable

series of acts done by appellees which establish beyond

all question of doubt the facts that up to January, 1906,

there had been no controversy as to the Nowell title

to the Johnson Group, and that the question was first

raised after the refusal of the Nowells to cooperate

with the Corning-Fairchild-Gillespie reorganization

committee. The record of this case shows acts by all

the parties in interest, whether of record in this suit or

only pecuniarily interested in the Berners Bay Com-

pany, by which it is to be plainly seen, and the sole

interpretation of which must be the conclusion that

the corporate records are correct, that the title of the

Nowells is flawless, that the company and the stock-

holders were in accord with the transaction as carried

out and never questioned its validity, and that this suit

is an afterthought, and is brought, not for the benefit of

the company, but in bad faith and for the sole benefit

of outsiders for speculative purposes.

A Detailed Examination of the Foregoing

Concise Statement.

a. Appellees' Case.

What evidence have these appellees offered to

prove their theory that this interlineation was fraudu-

lently made? That these records were falsely en-
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grossed? That Thomas S. Nowell, W. M. Payson,

and C. 0. Barrows committed this dehberate fraud?

That this contract as alleged was made with the Berners

Ba}^ Company? Nothing that can be considered

competent as evidence in any court of justice.

In the first place their bill should have been dis-

missed for a lack of definiteness and certainty in plead-

ings, both as regards pleading fraud and pleading

excuse for laches.

" In alleging fraud, it is well settled both at

law and in equity that the mere general aver-

ment without setting out the facts upon which
the charge is predicated is insufficient — it is

essential that the facts and circumstances which
constitute it should be set out clearly, concisely,

and with sufficient particularity to apprise the
opposite party of what he is called upon to an-
swer.

9 Encyc. of PL & Pr. 686, 687.

Second. They have not pleaded any good and

sufficient excuse for their gross laches extending over

a period of more than nine years. In fact their excuses

given in testimonny are prudential in character and

worse than no excuses at all.

"Where there has been apparent laches in the
prosecution of a suit in equity, it is incumbent
upon the plaintiff, in order to repel the presump-
tion of laches or unreasonable delay, to set up in

his bill the reasons why the suit was not brought
at an earlier period, stating specifically what were
the impediments to an earlier prosecution of the
claim."

" If any circumstances exist which will excuse
or explain the laches, or bring the case within any
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exception to the rule against unreasonable delay,

it is necessary^ that such excuse or explanation be
stated in the bill."

" In the absence of such averments, where the

bill shows the laches the court will, according to

the usual practice, refuse relief, or sustain a de-

murrer interposed to the bill for want of

equity. . . . The allegations in the bill to excuse
the laches must be those of facts and circum-

stances, and they must be sufficient to constitute

a good excuse. Averments of an imaginar}^ im-
pediment or a technical disability will not suffice."

"The allegation must be full, clear, and specific;

positive, definite, and distinct; not vague nor un-
certain; and no mere generality of statement w411

suffice."

12 Encyc. of PI. & Pr. 834, 835, 836, and
cases.

Their pleadings are clearly insufficient, and for

this insufficienc}' alone their bill should have been

dismissed.

Now as to their proofs. They have offered no

proofs whatever to support the allegations of fraud.

The sole and single circumstance which they have of-

fered upon w^hich to predicate a contract to convey

the "Johnson" claims to the Bemers Bay Company

is that of the unsigned typewritten memorandum which

they set up as a subsisting legal obligation, and the

only fact that the}' offer to prove this unwarranted

contention is the fact that ten years ago Henry Endi-

cott bought eight (8) bonds which he claims he was

induced to bu}^ by means of the promise of Thomas

S, Nowell to convey the "Johnson" claims to this

appellee company.

What have these appellants shown to rebut any
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presumption that possibly might be deemed to exist

in favor of appellees' contention that this alleged con-

tract was actually made by Thomas S. Nowell with

Henry Endicott? These facts: Ten years of unex-

cused delay with full knowledge of all the facts; the

purchase of $253,000 of these bonds subsequently to

the making of this alleged contract and without any

promise or inducements made by Thomas S. Nowell,

and all the time Henr>'' Endicott in possession of

actual knowledge of the fact the "Johnson" had not

been conveyed. What would a jury say? That when

Henry Endicott averred that the promise to convey

the "Johnson" was the inducement, he did not tell the

truth. If a jury of ordinary men would arrive at such

an opinion, how much more stirely will trained judicial

minds arrive at the same opinion.

We have shown that the testimony of the Endi-

cotts, upon which appellees solely rely to prove their

case, proves nothing. The only fact that the testimony

of the Endicotts does prove is the fact that the Endi-

cotts do not know and never did know what took place

at the said stockholders' meeting of June 24, 1896.

In fact the Endicotts themselves expressly acknowledge

that they do not know. {Tr. 187, No. 48; 203, No. 22;

224, No. 41.)

The case complainants below have made out con-

sequently must be summed up as follows:

First. A total insufficiency of the pleadings in

alleging fraud.

Second. An entire absence of averments show-

ing a good and sufficient excuse for gross laches ap-

parent on the face of the bill.
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Third. An absolute failure to prove their alle-

gations of fraud.

b. Appellants' Defence.

On the other hand, what facts are disclosed by

the record to prove the entire absence of fraud or of

fraudulent intent on the part of appellants?

First. We have the legal presumption of inno-

cence of fraud, which has not been rebutted by proof

or evidence of any kind.

Second. There was no concealment or attempt

at conceament by Thomas S. Nowell. The whole

transaction was laid before the board of directors six

days after the stockholders' meeting, — the minutes

of the stockholders' meeting and a draft of the mort-

gage deed. Who were these directors? Messrs. En-

dicott, Hobart and Hackett. That is to say, three of

the six parties to the bond purchase under the con-

tract that is attempted to be set up as having been

made between Henry Endicott and Thomas S. Nowell.

Henry Endicott testified that he is a "trustee."

Aaron Hobart (deceased) was the president of a Na-

tional Bank, and Wallace Hackett is a member of the

Rockingham bar of New Hampshire, as was his father

before him. We have, therefore, the following situ-

ation: Six days after the stockholders' meeting of

June 24, 1896, we find a quorum of the board of

directors composed of Thomas S. Nowell, Henry Endi-

cott, trustee, Aaron Hobart, bank president, and

Wallace Hackett, lawyer, examining, approving and

adopting the records of the stockholders' meeting of
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June 24, 1896, and expressly authorizing the president

and treasurer to execute the mortgage trust deed of

the twelve claims actually sold to and bought by the

company at said stockholders' meeting and issue the

new bonds. There was no concealment or attempt at

concealment. The open and unconcealed way in which

the whole transaction was carried out precludes all

idea of fraudulent intent.

The fact that the interlined writing upon which

complainants below rest their whole case was pre-

served and retained upon the files of the company is

proof of the lack of evil intent. That it was carefully

preserved as originally made goes far to show that

Thomas S. Nowell committed no fraud, that he in-

tended no fraud, and that he had nothing to conceal.

The w^hole transaction was a matter of record in

the corporate books and open to the inspection of the

officers and stockholders of the company. For these

reasons it must be conceded that there was an entire

absence of concealment, or desire for concealment on

the part of Thomas S. Nowell.

Third. The result of the stockholders' meeting

of June 24, 1896, was approved and adopted by the

board of directors on June 30, 1896,— six days later.

(Tr. 348.) We have seen who and what these direct-

ors were. It is to be presumed that they all under-

stood perfectly well the precise and ftill legal signifi-

cance of the vote of approval they passed at this

directors' meeting of June 30, 1896.

Henry Endicott testified that the records of the

stockholders' meeting was approved by the directors

as a matter of form. {Tr. 196.) If so, they were negli-
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gent in the performance of their duty, and Henry

Endicott is now seeking to profit by his own wrong. It

is to be noticed, however, that Thomas S. Nowell was

not negligent. His methods are not open to criticism.

The whole matter was officially laid before the board

of directors within a week after the said stockholders'

meeting. Thomas S. Nowell concealed nothing; he had

nothing to conceal.

Henry Endicott 's statement that the record was

ratified as a matter of form is on a plane with his

statement that there was "no way'' in which he could

tell whether or not all the fifteen claims were included

in the mortgage deed. {Tr. 206.) There were ways by

which he could tell! He maintains that fifteen claims

should have been conveyed to the compan3\ Is it to

be doubted that Henry Endicott could count up to

sixteen? But there was still another way. He could

have compared the list of names in the mortgage deed

with the list of names given in the call to the stock-

holders' meeting of June 24, 1896. And this "trustee"

has the audacity to come into a court of equity and

press upon the consideration of such court the propo-

sition that there was ''no way'' for him to tell whether

or not the company was receiving what he maintains

it should have received.

This board of directors, including intervener, had

the means of knowledge thrust into their very hands

within a week after the alleged fraudulent alteration.

With this means of knowledge before them, these men

—a trustee, a bank president and a lawyer— approve

the vote of the stockholders of June 24, 1896, and

authorize the proper agents of the company to execute
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the mortgage deed of trust and to issue the bonds

as provided by the stockholders' vote of June 24, 1896,

which said official vote of the board of directors is

spread upon the pages of the official record book of

the company. And the weighty fact must not be lost

sight of that these three directors, Endicott, Hobart

and Hackett, were also purchasers of bonds under the

contract alleged to have been made between Henry

Endicott and Thomas S. Nowell, and out of which

circumstances of an alleged contract complainants

have ingeniously attempted to fabricate a suspicion

of fraud. If Thomas S. Nowell had cheated these men
would he have pursued the same open and frank

course that he did pursue? And if these men had

been cheated would they have pursued for ten years

the same serene course towards him that they did

pursue? The acts of the parties concerned in the trans-

action complained of constitute the best possible proof

of the entire absence of fraud.

The by-laws of this company provide that the direct-

ors shall manage and control the business of the corpora-

tion. (Tr. 560.) These three directors were the most

influential members of the corporate body. // a fraud

had been committed and these three men had demanded

its rectification, Thomas S. Nowell would have had no

alternative, he would have been obliged to accede to their

views.

Coupled with this official and express act of approval

and adoption of the vote of the stockholders we have

actual knowledge of all the facts, and such abject

submission and acquiescence by the very parties to the

transaction by which it is alleged and claimed they
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were cheated that we must presume, either that these

three men, on June 30, 1896, were perfectly satisfied

with their bargain or else that they were afraid to

assert their rights. But they did not offer the slightest

objection and continued to acquiesce for more than nine

years.

Fourth. In connection with the above state of

facts it is instructive to note that between the dates

of June 3, 1896, and July 26, 1901, Henry Endicott

became the owner or pledgee (the record does not

expressly disclose which) of the enormous number of

261 of the 500 Bemers Bay bonds. (See first section.)

Fifth. We find the next state of facts to be that

the Endicotts, Aaron Hobart, Wallace Hackett and

the Sawyers all voted their increased stock in the

new company subsequently to the stockholders' meet-

ing of June 24, 1896. Out of the six individual in-

terests that intervener claims personally to have

persuaded to purchase bonds pursuant to the alleged

contract of June 3, 1896 {Tr. 57), we find that the hold-

ings of five were voted without objection at the stock-

holders' meeting of March 30, 1897. The Lamkin

interest was also voted at this meeting. Six out of

these seven persons who purchased bonds in June, 1896,

voted withotit objection at the meeting of March 30, 1897.

{Tr. 611, 612.) These same individual stock interests

were voted at all of the subsequent stockholders'

meetings recorded in the record-book of the company,

during a period of one and one-half years. (Tr. 610-

627.)

This minority interest on March 30, 1897, aggre-

gated 2,276 shares, or nearly one-tenth of the whole
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number of shares cast. It comprised the most influen-

tial persons in the company. It included the financial

hacking of the whole enterprise. An assertion by this

minority of the right for which appellees are now con-

tending, had that right existed, would have been a com-

pelling influence and the Nowell interests would have

had to surrender.

The theory of fraud advanced in this case assumes

that these persons were mere dummies and devoid of

all force of character. Charles H. Sawyer is an ex-

governor of New Hampshire. George Thacher is a

successful man of large wealth. Guy Lamkin (de-

ceased) had large shoe manufacturing interests. We
have here three successful business men and a trustee,

a bank president, a lawyer, and an ex-governor of a

state, all concerned in this transaction, all placing

themselves on record as perfectly satisfied with Thomas S.

Nowell and voting him absolute power of disposition

over their holdings in this company (Tr. 613), and

after a period of more than nine years a Court of

Equity is asked to overturn the whole thing on the

assumption that these men of affairs were cheated, and

that although they had actual and absolute knowledge of

all the facts at the times of their acts showing acquies-

cence and ratification they were so lacking in decision

of character and in knowledge of their rights as to

allow their property to be withheld from them without

a murmur of dissatisfaction or the slightest attempt to

assert their rights.

Sixth. We next find that Wallace Hackett, one

of the parties to the alleged contract of June 3, 1896,

was one of the trustees with Thomas S. Nowell in the
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creation of the three subsidiary companies out of the

Bemers Bay Company, pursuant to the votes of the

stockholders at the meeting of Sept. 20, 1897. {Tr.

622, 623, 625, 626.) Wallace Hackett, one of the

parties who intervener claims was cheated by Thomas

S. Nowell, more than a year after the alleged fraudu-

lent act, with full knowledge of the fact, of which act

he approved and adopted as director on June 30, 1896,

this Wallace Hackett consents to become a co-trustee

with Thomas 5. Nowell, the man who cheated him, in

carrying out the plans of the stockholders, as recorded

in the minutes of the meeting of Sept. 20, 1897.

Here we have one cheated man acting as co-trustee

with another man who did the cheating, to carry out

a transaction which Mr. Sutro, in his oral argument,

characterized as an attempt to "wreck" the Bemers

Bay Company. First, the stockholders vote to em-

power Thomas S. Nowell to "wreck" the company,

and then one of the men Thomas S. Nowell is charged

with having cheated actually becomes a co-trustee

with Thomas S. Nowell and aids him in his attempt

to do the "wrecking." The defrauded aids the de-

frauder to defraud once more! It is respectfully sub-

mitted that the more the facts of this case are studied,

the more glaringly insincere and inconsistent becomes

the position of these appellees.

Seventh. We next find that Wallace Hackett was

one of the original incorporators of and a director in

the Nowell Mining & Milling Company (Tr. 29, 30),

which company was organized for the specific purpose

of acquiring the Johnson Group. Here again we have

the defrauded party aiding the defrauder to make his
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fraud more complete. Wallace Hackett, it must be

remembered, was one of Henry Endicott's associates

who bought bonds in June, 1896, and therefore said

Hackett is one of the parties who has cause to com-

plain if the contention of Henry Endicott is true in

fact. We see this said Hackett continually doing acts

which negative any theory of fraud in the transaction

in question. And yet the Court is asked to assume

that actual fraud exists in this case in spite of all these

acts of the parties subsequently to the transaction in

question, showing a state of mind on their part of per-

fect satisfaction and a desire and willingness to be

identified with Thomas S. Nowell in matters pertain-

ing to the corporate business.

Eighth. We next find that in the year 1898

William Endicott loaned money to Thomas S. Nowell

for the express purpose of enabling Thomas S. Nowell

to complete his title to the Johnson Group. (See pp. 93,

94, Willis E. Nowell's brief.) Here is still another

instance of the defrauded party assisting the defraud-

ing party to make the consummation of the fraud more

certain of accomplishment. We have here parties

seeking specific performance on the ground of actual

fraud whose very acts absolutely disprove their alle-

gations of fraud, which circumstance, when taken to-

gether with the total lack of other evidence offered by

appellees in support of their charge of actual fraud,

is still further proof of the had faith in which this suit

is brought.

Ninth. Another circumstance found to exist in

this case, negativing appellees' allegation of fraud, is ex-

pressed in the following testimony by the Endicotts.
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At page 199 of the record, Henry Endicott testi-

fied as follows

:

"Question No. 13. If you say you have supposed

and claimed that the Johnson Group belonged to the

Berners Bay Mining & Milhng Company, why did you

wait nine and one-half (9|) years before making some

effort to have said properties transferred to or re-

ceived by the Berners Bay Mining & Milling Company?

Answer A'O. 13. For the reasons above stated,

and for the further reasons that since the time of

finding the memorandum about 1900, Mr. Nowell was

making eft'orts to sell the Berners Bay and Johnson

properties together, and I was anxious to realize on

such deals, than to delay the consummation of the

same by litigation or dispute over the Johnson titles.

In 1900, upon finding his memorandum of June 3,

1896, a copy was sent to Mr. Nowell and he was in-

formed that we considered we had at least a moral

claim on the Johnson property."

At page 237 of the record William Endicott tes-

tified as follows:

"Q. No.l9. Is it not a fact that in the year 1903

you knew that the Alaska Nowell Gold Mining Com-

pany was claiming title to, and was organized for the

purpose of bu3'ing and developing the Johnson Group

of mines? is it not a further fact that you knew that

the Alaska Nowell Gold Mining Company and parties

interested in the Berners Bay Company in that year

entered into a contract with Joseph MacDonald for

the purpose of enabling MacDonald and his associates

to acquire the entire title to the Berners Bay properties

and the Johnson Group f
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A. No. 19. I knew nothing more of the Alaska

Nowell Gold Mining Company than that there v.^as

such a compan^^ / knew that a contract was entered

into with Joseph MacDonald for the purpose of en-

abling MacDonald and his associates to acquire a con-

trolling interest in the Berners Bay and Johnson prop-

erty.''

Now, what does all this foregoing testimony show?

It shows that the Endicotts knew that the holding of

the Johnson Group by the Nowells was adverse, under

claim of right and title. What does it further show?

That the Endicotts acquiesced in the adverse title of

the Nowells.

As bearing upon this question we would respect-

fully call the attention of this Court to section 10,

beginning at page 138 of our brief for appellant Willis

E. Nowell. Are these appellants to be permitted to

delay and vacillate for eight or ten years in order first

to see if Thomas S. Nowell's efforts will be successful

in consummating these plans for their benefit, and after

having waited for all these years, then to change their

minds, turn on the Nowells, burden them with the

expense and trouble of vexatious litigation, villify

them by outrageous and unjust charges of fraud, all

for the express purpose of wresting property from

them, the title to which these appellees have openly

acknowledged to be in the Nowells, and to which

they have been willing to forego any and all claim,

had they imagined they had any such claim? We
take it that these appellants are the ones who stand in

need of the protection of a Court of Equity against the

onslaught of these appellees.
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''Nothing can call this court into activity hut con-

science, good faith and reasonable diligence.'' In what

manner have these appellees fulfilled the requirements

of this ancient doctrine of equity jurisprudence ? They

have violated every principle contained in it. We re-

spectfully submit that these appellees are totally lack-

ing in the exercise of "conscience, good faith and

reasonable diligence." On the contrary, the record

discloses on their part more than nine years of non-

conscience, had faith and unreasonahle delay.

Tenth. We next find that the real parties behind

this suit are the members of a certain self-constituted

"reorganization committee" of the Berners Bay Min-

ing & Milling Company. {Tr. 27, 28, 33, 470, 471,

473, 474, 478, 509, 510, 514, 516, 520, 522.) It is a

firmly established principle in equity jurisprudence

that a Court of Equity will look behind the nominal

parties to the real parties in a suit. On page 207 of

the record Henry Endicott testifies that "the stock-

holders had no practical equity in the property."

If the stockholders have "'no practical equity" the

Court is here being asked to affirm a decree which

will not and cannot henefit the actiial parties bringing

the suit. The record therefore discloses the tmdeniable

fact that this suit is being brought, not in the interest

of the compan}^ or its stockholders (which can be its

sole justification), but in the interest of strangers,

a reorganization committee.

Having shown that the real parties to this suit are

composed of a certain reorganization committee, we

will now show that the title of the Nowells in the

Johnson properties has been recognized by this so-
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called reorganization committee. On page 7 of the

record reference is made to a copy of this reorgani-

zation plan "for all the particulars therein contained,"

and on page 30 it is alleged by appellants as follows

:

"That since and during the pendency of said

cause No. 603, repeated plans have been formu-
lated, examined and assented to by the stock-

holders of the said Bemers Bay Mining and
Milling Company, and in each and every of said

plans a new corporation was to be formed to take
over the properties of the said company, and in

each of said plans so formulated, inchidtng the

plan of Messrs. Corning, Fairchild and Gillespie,

provision was made to purchase the said John-
son Group and consolidate the same with the
Bemers Bay properties, and its ownership in fee

simple in these defendants or some one of them
was recognized and treated as an undisputed fact.''

This committee must have got their information

from their depositors. A list of these depositors will

be found on pages 479 and 480 of the record, and it

includes the Hobart, Endicott and Hackett interests,

viz., four out of the six individual interests that inter-

vener claims bought bonds in June, 1896, in considera-

tion of the promised transfer of the Johnson Group.

Here again the parties associated with Henry Endicott

and Henry Endicott himself give further proof of the

fact that they considered the Johnson Group as belonging

to the Nowells, and this as late as April, 1905, or within

two months of nine years after the transaction in

question.

On pages 470 and 471 and pages 509, 510 and

514 will be found averments pertaining to the incep-

tion of this suit. The allegations made on pages
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469, 470, 471 have never been answered, denied or

disproved by appellees. The material parts are here-

with set out in full

:

Third. "That in the summer of 1905, Messrs.
Coming, Gillespie and Fairchild, styling them-
selves a reorganization committee, and whose only-

interest in the property herein was as stockholders
by assignment of certain bonds and receiver's cer-

tificates from the owners thereof for the purpose
of such reorganization, filed a petition for the
removal of said F. D. Nowell after he had refttsed

to lend his assistance to a scheme on their part to
defraud the creditors of said receivership out of

the greater part of the assets of said company and
the offer of a bribe to the said F. D. Nowell to assist

them."

In paragraph third w^e leam that the receiver,

F. D. Nowell, was offered a bribe to induce him to

assist this said reorganization committee in carrying

out their plan, which bribe was properly refused, and

that failing thus to secure his assistance this said

committee sought to have said F. D. Nowell removed

as receiver, which petition was denied, and through

the efforts of said committee said W. B. Haggatt

was appointed co-receiver for the specific purpose of

bringing this present suit. The record, therefore,

discloses the following state of facts: that between

the years 1896 and 1905 the real parties in interest had

no idea of questioning the title of the Nowells; that

this suit is a speculative suit brought by a mere re-

organization committee, and which said reorganization

committee has specifically recognized the validity of

the title of the Nowells in the Johnson Group ; and that

this suit has been brought only after a failure to suc-
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ceed, by the exercise of corrupt methods, in inducing the

Nowells to cooperate with them in their plan of re-

organization.

Therefore, by reason of the Nowells having refused

to be bribed or otherwise induced to cooperate with

this said reorganization committee, the Nowells are

made the victims of unjust litigation, are put to large

expense and much trouble and their characters are

assailed b}^ defamatory charges of fraud.

The reason why 5. W. Fairchild's deposition was

suppressed by appellees is as clear as daylight. It

would have brought out facts which would be conclusive

against them.

Eleventh. We have the further fact that the com-

pany unanimously consented to the increase of capi-

talization and increased bond indebtedness in accord-

ance with the terms agreed upon and voted at the

stockholders' meeting of June 24, 1896, and all the

stockholders exchanged their stock in the old company

for stock in the new company without the slightest

objection.

Twelfth. Further than this the new company has

exercised its rights of ownership over the property

thereby received for a period of more than nine years

without the slightest objection, expressed or implied.

Thirteenth. In addition to all of these facts which

render a theory of fraud absolutely untenable, the still

further fact exists of an acquiescent state of mind on

the part of all concerned for a period of nearly ten

years.

Fourteenth. We have shown, we believe, to the

satisfaction of this Court that a decree of specific per-
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formance would work irreparable damage to these

appellants, and which, for that reason, would be oppres-

sive and inequitable. These appellees, in their brief

at page 69, contend that by the insertion of a proviso

that the appellees pay the appellants, within a cer-

tain time, the sum of $300, with legal interest from

Dec. 10, 1902, when a like amount was paid to

the United States for a government patent, a full

measure of equity will be dealt out to these appellants.

We have shown that these three appellants paid

$25,000 for the Johnson claims subsequently to June

24, 1896; that they have prospected and developed

these properties to their present value ; that they have

paid all the assessment work from 1895 to 1902 (a

matter of over $2,000) ; that they paid all the expenses

incurred in taking out the United States patents there-

for; that these appellees for a period of nearly ten

years have encouraged these appellants in a belief of

the rightfulness of their title to these Johnson claims;

that resting secure in this their belief, these appellants

have gone ahead and completed their title, paid in

full for the properties, performed the assessment work

required by law; developed them by other exploration

work, and secured their patents; that these appellees

have openly acknowledged the validity of the Nowell

title for ten years nearly; and finally that these appel-

lees are now seeking to take these properties from the

Nowells after the Bemers Bay Company has become

hopelessly insolvent, and the $1,000,000 of deferred

stock is not worth ten cents! A more ingeniously

cruel scheme was never devised!

In the face of these facts of record herein, these
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appellees have the effrontery to propose to this Court

that a payment of $300 with legal interest from

Dec. 10, 1902, is "doing equity" by these appel-

lants !

These appellees have utterly failed to prove their

case. They have charged deliberate, actual fraud.

They are entitled to a decree upon the ground of

actual fraud and upon that ground alone. That is the

crux of this case. They must prove this actual fraud.

Have they done so? We respectfully submit that

they have not only not proved fraud, but that these

appellants have completely disproved appellees' allega-

tions of fraud, and for that reason appellants are

entitled to a reversal of the decree of the District

Court.

Fifteenth. In addition to all of these facts ren-

dering a theory of fraud absolutely untenable, the still

further fact exists herein of a perfect acquiescent state

of mind, with actual knowledge of all the facts serenely

maintained on the part of all concerned for a period

of nearly ten years. Just plain, unexcused laches or

negligence for this long period should, on the authori-

ties, be held to be a sufficient reason to justify a dis-

missal of this bill for want of equity. But there has

been a still more decisive state of facts than mere

laches or negligence.

The proposition contended for by appellees involves

the legal conception that complainants may acquiesce

in and ratify a transaction, waive all their pretended

rights, lie by and wait results for prudential reasons,

allow defendants in the meantime to expend large sums
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upon the subject-matter of the suit, and although they

themselves testify that they, the stockholders (and

therefore the company), have "no practical equity" in

the assets of the company and although they have allowed

the above state of facts to exist for more than nine

years, that they may be allowed then to come into

Equity and invoke its aid in upsetting the transaction

upon the ground of actual fraud, the injustice of

which base charge of fraud is proved by their own

acts with a conclusiveness that is as deep and as im-

mutable as the principles of simple Justice upon which

Equity itself is founded. The defence shown by ap-

pellants goes to and rests upon the fundaments of all

equitable jurisdiction.

A Detailed Examination of Appellees' Contentions.

1. The Writings Offered in Evidence Discussed.

a. The Call.

In appellees' brief there is much discussion of the

variation between what appellees are pleased to term

the "original" call, and the call recorded in the book.

We fail to appreciate why this great weight is placed

by appellees upon that circumstance. The recorded

call was signed by two more directors than the

"original" call. In view of the suppression of S. W.

Fairchild's deposition by appellees, we assert that the

call recorded in the book of the company was found

among the archives of the company, but that for

reasons known only to themselves the appellees have
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failed to produce it, and they assert, withovit evidence

or proofs of any kind to support their assertions, that

the call they are pleased to term the "original" call

was the only one ever signed. (Appellees' brief, p. 36.)

Appellees then go into a detailed comparison of the

two calls. In the name of common sense, how is it

possible to distort a mere variation in the rotation in

which these claims are enumerated into a suspicious

circumstance? The fifteen claims are all named in

both calls, are they not? Appellees assert in cold type

in their brief filed with this appellate court, that ''this

variance'' is an essential part of the evidence of the

unmistakable fraud'' (p. 36). There was no change in

the identity or diminution in the quantity of the

property enumerated. This variation in the order in

which it is named is not merely "evidence of fraud,"

but it is "aw essential part" of the evidence of fraud.

They fabricate this theory of fraud upon the flimsy

evidence of a ''variance" in the copying of the names

of fifteen different parcels of real property, and they

justify ( ?) this theory by saying that it was done for

the benefit of the Nowells. They omit entirely to

provide for the significant fact that Mr. Payson, an

attorney at law in good standing, is also directly

charged with participation in this fraud. Do they

show that Mr. Payson had any motive in assisting in

the consummation of this fraud? Not at all.

" In addition to this it may be asked, whether
Mr. Gratz had any adequate motive for practicing

a deception in this case. Men do not usually act

under circumstances such as are imputed to Mr.
Gratz, unless from some strong inducement of
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self-interest. It cannot be presumed that any
man of fair character, such as Mr. Gratz is proved
to have been, could perpetrate a fraud or decep-

tion without some motive that should overbalance

all the ordinary influences of prudence and
honor.

'

'

Prevost V. Gratz, 6 Wheat. 481, 501.

What foundation in fact have appellees laid for the

assumption of fraud on the part of William M. Payson,

a lawyer in good standing ? The records of this stock-

holders' meeting of June 24, 1896, are sworn to by

C. O. Barrows, Clerk. (Tr. 608.) What evidence have

appellees offered to justify a judicial decision that C.

0. Barrows perjured himself ? Not one atom of evi-

dence! They have only offered suspicions. The very

acts of appellees (as we have already shown) for ten

long years absolutely negative this outrageous theory

of fraud. What evidence have appellees offered to

prove their contention that " it was perfectly obvious

that the order of the claims in Art. Ill of the call,

as copied in the minutes, was changed to fit the in-

terlineation in the offer of June 22"? (Appellees'

brief, p. 47.) Not one atom! They assert that this

recorded call is not the true call. The presumption of

law is in favor of the regularity of this recorded call,

and this presumption is re-enforced by ten years of

indisputable acquiescence. Have appellees offered any

evidence tending to overthrow this presumption of law

or to disprove this acquiescence? Not an atom!

And what more fitting application of this pre-

sumption of law in favor . of the regularity of these

records can be made than to a complainant who is
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guilty of ten long years of unexcused delay and who

offers absolutely no evidence to overcome that presumption?

At page 60 of Malony & Cobb's brief for appellants

we find the following statement: "In the recorded

notice there appear to be sixteen claims named, the

first four being Northern Light, Northern Light No. 1,

Northern Light No. 2, and Johnson. But the North-

ern Light claim and the Johnson are identically the

same claims, so that in truth and fact there are only

fifteen claims named." A comparison of the two

lists {Tr. pp. 98, 99, and appellees' brief, p. 46) will

show the changes. The sensible and probable reason

for the change is that the recorded call (so-called

"copy") was considered the more orderly and logical

arrangement, in that it enumerated all the " Northern

Light
'

' claims together, rather than two at the beginning

and one at the end. It is further to be noticed that

the "copyist" (!) (Mr. Payson) was not aware of the

fact that the " Northern Light" and "Johnson" claims

were identical, which accounts for there being sixteen

claims named in the recorded call. Now, while Thomas

S. Nowell was committing this alleged fraud why did

he go to the trouble of changing the "call" to fit the

offer? As a matter of fact the "call" contains, by

actual count, more than four hundred and fift\' (450)

words, whereas the offer of June 22 contains but two

hundred and fifty-one (251) words. These appellees

are maintaining that in order to perpetrate this fraud

Thomas S. Nowell went to all the trouble of issuing

a new call and secured the signatures of six other

directors thereto for the express purpose of making

"the order of the claims in Art. Ill" "fit the inter-
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Hneation in the offer of June 22," when by the simple

expedient of dictating to his office stenographer an

offer conforming to the rotation in which the " Johnson '

'

claims were named in the so-called "original" call,

it could have been much more easily arranged and

carried out.

There is the further fact to be considered that

these appellees allege "fraud and conspiracy," not

upon knowledge derived from evidence, hut "upon

information and belief
.

" {Tr. 17, 61.)

A consideration of the form of this allegation and

of the total absence of all proofs offered by appellees

shows up the fictitious nature of this suit. Where did

they get this "information and belief"? Not from

any of the parties who were present at the meeting of

June 24, 1896. They base their whole case upon

suspicion and conjecture, and to give an appearance

of plausibility to their case they "rake up" this un-

signed memorandum that has been lost and kicked

about for ten years, and in the face of facts to the abso-

lute contrary, they attempt to set up that because Mr.

Endicott and Mr. Nowell entered (?) into one alleged

contract, ergo, another contract was made with the

Bemers Bay Company and they thereupon charge a

fraudulent alteration of the records of the company,

but they offer no proof in support thereof. In fact they

do worse for themselves than that, for they actually

bring the official records of this company into court to

prove their case

!

It is further to be noticed that the petition of

intervention is not sworn to by intervener himself, but

by one of his attorneys. {Tr. 68.) The excuse given is
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that Henry Endicott was not then "within the Dis-

trict of Alaska." The real reason was that Henry

Endicott did not dare to swear to his petition of inter-

vention. There was no greater difficulty in the way

of procuring his signature and oath to this bill of

intervention than to his deposition in Boston. The

reason given is on a par with their other reasons.

b. The Offer.

An inspection of the interlined "offer" will show

the first line written in pencil and covered over in ink.

That first line is an interlineation of the following

words, "in behalf of myself and Willis E. Nowell," by

means of a caret between the words " offer " and " to."

At Tr. 187, Henry Endicott testified as follows:

''Question No. 48. Do you know how, when, or

by whom the words 'last twelve' were inserted in

the written offer of Thomas S. Nowell to the Berners

Bay Mining and Milling Company, which offer was

dated June 22, 1896?

Answer No. 48. / do not know, not being present,

but from an examination of the original offer, knowing

the handwriting of Mr. T. S. Nowell and Mr. Payson,

/ am of the opinion that all of the insertions were first

made in pencil in Mr. LowelVs (Nowell's) handwriting

and were subsequently covered over in ink in the hand-

writing of Mr. Payson. I did not use (see) this original

offer until the year 1905."

As Henry Endicott was not present at the said

meeting and did not see this original offer until the year

1905, nearly ten years after, his opinion was mere
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opinion, the unreliability of which opinion this Court

can judge for themselves, by an inspection of the

"original" offer itself, Exhibit D in this case. If the

Court does not hold that the pencil and ink interlinea-

tions are both in the same handwriting we shall be very

much mistaken. So much for Henry Endicott's

opinion as a handwriting expert, for which he did not

qualify.

In this original offer (Exhibit D) there are several

interlineations, but appellees have laid weight only on

the interlineation of the words "last twelve." These

words, "last twelve," they declare to have been

fraudulently inserted. But what about the other in-

terlineations? It is clearly to be seen from the other

interlineations that when Mr. Pa^^son made the draft

of the offer in its unaltered form he did not know

that the offer would have to be made in behalf of

Willis E. Nowell as well as Thomas S. Nowell. Now,

appellees have not Cjuestioned these other interlinea-

tions, for the simple reason that they were necessary

in order to have the offer conform to the facts and

the ownership as well of the different parcels of prop-

erty offered. This circumstance establishes beyond

all doubt that the alterations were made to conform

to the fact that Willis E. Nowell was the owner of

some of the claims to be offered to the company and

that they were made prior to the stockholders' meet-

ing of June 24, 1896. No one denies that fact, no

one has called it in question. Now, in view of all

these alterations being necessar}^ to the proper form

of the offer, what reason have appellees advanced to

justify the assmnption that one, and one only, of these
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alterations was fraudulent. Not any reason. It is

easy to see that the offer as written was a mere draft,

written on poor paper, and the alterations made show

that it was originall}' formulated under a mistaken

view of the actual facts and relations of the parties,

necessitating the changes made and apparent on the

face of the writing. These circumstances, we would

respectfully urge, show the conditions under which

the alterations arose and were made necessary, and

which conditions also show that the alterations were

made prior to the meeting, and before Thomas S.

Nowell signed this original offer.

Mr. Payson probably drew up this draft at his

office, then went to Mr. Nowell 's office to submit it,

there learned of the facts making necessary the changes,

made there the changes in pencil and then filled them in

with ink. This offer was dated two da3^s before the date

of the stockholders' meeting, and as there was so little

time before the meeting for making up the minutes, this

altered offer was then and there signed b}^ Mr. Nowell,

after which Mr. Pa3^son took it back to his office for

reference in engrossing the records of the meeting,

previously to going to Portland, Maine, on June 24.

This seems to us to he the much more plausible theory

of the course of events.

// is now too late for defendants to prove by living

testimon}' that the above course of events is exactly

what happened. It happened so long ago that no

person can remember. Which difficulty of proof is a

practical demonstration that appellees have slept upon

their rights, and that they are guilty of laches.

The testimony of the Endicotts as to these inter-
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lineations is all of the same character as the foregoing

citation. They do not know. They never did know.

Not being present how could they know what took

place at that stockholders' meeting? Not knowing,

their charges of fraud are necessarily based upon sus-

picion and conjecture. Their own acts during the past

nine or ten years positively contradict their allegations

of fraud. Their own acts convict them of had faith.

Ow^ng to the lapse of time appellants are unable

to prove by living testimony that this interlineation

was made before the meeting, but the acts of the parties

offer conclusive proof of that fact and of the fact that

the transaction was carried out in accordance with

the understanding of the parties.

All but one of the cases cited by appellees in this

second section of their brief relate to this interlinea-

tion, and these cases all hold the question as to the

time an alteration was made to be one of fact, to be

decided upon all the evidence. It makes not a par-

ticle of difference as to the result in this case whether

the doctrine advanced in Willis E. Nowell's brief,

pages 78, 79 and 80, or whether the doctrine laid

down by appellees' cases is taken. Both doctrines

lead to the same result, in this case.

If it is a question of fact to be decided upon all

the evidence, we respectfully submit that appellants

have herein offered abundant evidence to prove that

the interlineation was honestl}^ made and that it was

in accord with the transaction as understood by the

parties in interest, and therefore not fraudulent.

And even should the alteration originally have

been actually a fraudulent one, there has been such

acquiescence as to preclude appellees.
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Where one acquiesces in a cc-ntract after he
has knowledge that it has been changed from
what was agreed upon, he will be deemed to

have ratified it.

Linington v. Strong, 107 Illinois, 295.

Should the view be favored that the alteration is

presumed to have been made before execution of the

writing, appellees have not offered any evidence to

overthrow that presumption of law.

In support of their contention that there \\'as a

contract between the Nowells and the Berners Bay

Company appellees (Brief, p. 66) cite hut a single case,

which case is not at all in point. It is the case of

Meridian Oil Co. v. Dunham, 4 Cal. App. Dec. 453;

90 Pac. Rep. 469. (As we have only the Pac. Rep. at

hand we are obliged to use that report.) At page

470 the Court said

:

" It conclusively appears from the record that
defendant was president of the company; that he
and his wife at the time of the adoption of the
resolution held practically all of the issued stock;

that he was present at the time the resolution was
offered and adopted; that he accepted and retained
the stock named in the resolution as the con-
sideration for the purchase of the lots therein

designated and described; that he assisted in locating

the lines of the property, and with an employe staked

out where to set the tanks in these lots; that he, in

selling stock, represented to the purchaser thereof

that the company owned these lots.

"

At p. 469: " The hook entry dated July 14, 1902,
in the journal of the Company, wherehy it appeared
that the Company had hought from appellant the

lots described in the resolution of that date and
paid therefor in stock at a certain price, taken in

connection with appellant's relation to the cor-

poration as its president, was material as tending
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to show the parol contract with appellant and
was therefore properly admitted."

Higher up on p. 469: ''Plaintiff took possession

of the property including the three lots, and has

made valuable improvements thereon, having a
number of oil tanks located upon the lots, convey-
ance of which defendant withholds." (The italics

are ours.)

We would ask in what respect the above case is

similar to this appeal? In the case cited the contract

declared on was conclusively proved. In this present

case it has not been proved. In the case cited appellant

performed affirmative acts proving his transfer of

title to the company. Here nothing of the sort was

ever done and the holding has been notoriously ad-

verse. There appellant sold a part of his stock to

bona fide purchasers, representing that the company

owned the lots in question. Here no representations

were ever made to purchasers of bonds that the

company owned the Johnson Group. There the cor-

porate records proved the contract. Here they do not.

There the plaintiff took possession of the lots in ques-

tion. Here appellees were never in possession. There

the plaintiffs in possession made valuable improve-

ments. Here appellants have always been in possession,

and have made the improvements. There the plaintiff

was in the exercise of due diligence and prompt in

protecting his rights. Here appellees have waited

around ten years. There plaintiff's conduct was uni-

formly consistent with a claim of right and title.

Here appellees' conduct has been inactive, speculative

and acquiescent.

The only similarity we can find in the two cases
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is that each defendant was a corporation president,

and in each case the subject matter of the controversy

consisted of three parcels of land. Beyond these two

points of similarit}^ we submit that the case cited is

diametrically opposed in the facts to this present case.

Thomas S. Nowell told the Truth, the Whole Truth

and Nothing but the Truth.

Appellees have made a heroic effort to convince

this Court that Thomas S. Nowell was a perjurer.

We have written fifteen typewritten pages to prove

the injustice of such charge, and incidentally to prove

that the Endicotts were guilty of inconsistencies that

came perilously near bearing false witness. We have

decided to omit the discussion altogether. It is not

a material point, and appellees were driven to such

questionable tactics by the paucity of evidence so

manifest in their case.

Mr. Nowell 's whole testimony is before this Court

and they will be best able of all to judge of its truth-

fulness and candor.

That Mr. Nowell did tell the truth is best shown

by the acts of his associates during the past ten years,

which acts are treated of at the beginning of this

second section.

When Mr. Nowell's testimony is read in the light

of this conduct of his associates, there can be but one

opinion, — that he told the truth, the whole truth and

nothing but the truth.
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The Record Discloses a Variation in Printing Exhibit D.

Appellees (Brief, p. 38), "in their desperately bad

cause," attempt to set up that the printer, who copied

plaintiffs' exhibit D, correctly inserted the words "last

twelve" after the word "mines"; whereas it was

fraudulent on the part of Mr. Payson to insert these

self-same words before the word '

' mines
'

' ! This then

is the fraudulent interlineation upon which this suit

is based! The construction of a writing is for the

Court, — and not for the printer. We pray the

judgment of this Court as to the proper place in which

to insert these words.

Even should the words "last twelve" be inserted

after the word "mines," the result would not be

changed, since the "Johnson Group" would be equally

as definitely and conclusivel}^ excluded from the offer

as if they were inserted before the word "mines."

We submit that the position of this interlineation

on the original sheet, and a sensible interpretation of

the words in that line admit of no other conclusion

than that the words "last twelve" were intended and

could have been intended to be inserted in no other

place than before the word "mines."

The Endicotts are too late in Disaffirming

their Proxies.

Appellees (Brief, p. 44) treat of the violation of

the terms of the Endicott proxies. We still maintain

there was no such violation as contended (the lapse of

time and the subsequent acts of the parties prove our

contention to be the correct one), but here again ap-
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pellees offer no excuse at all for the long delay, and

they make no attempt to meet the well-settled rules

of law discussed in Willis E. Nowell's brief, pages

115, 116. Such rules of law are not mere technical rights

conferred thereby. They have arisen largely because

the merit is on the side of the party invoking them.

We submit that our exposition in this reply brief of

the facts (sttpra) conclusively proves the falsity of

appellees' allegations of fraud and it proves beyond

all question of doubt that appellants have been un-

justly assailed. Appellants are justly entitled to as-

sert that they are not claiming the protection of these

beneficent rules of law as a matter of mere technical

right or privilege, but that the whole course of events

since June, 1896, proves that they have the merits

as well as the technical right on their side.

Appellees claim to have made out no more than a

Prima Facie Case. Appellants have completely

rebutted It.

Appellees (Brief, p. 48) contend that "the altera-

tion in the letter became, we submit, prima facie evi-

dence of fraud. The onus rested upon Nowell to repel

and overthrow the presumption of wrongdoing that

has arisen against him."

We submit, and we have repeatedly contended

that the above conclusion of law, on the pleadings in

this case, is clearly erroneous. But even granting the

full effect of such contention, appellees admit that they

have done no more than make out a prima facie case.

Appellants have rebutted this prima facie case. How f

By showing nearly ten years of uuexatsed delay, and
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by showing many acts done by appellees, with full

knowledge of all the facts, clearly showing acquies-

cence, ratification, complete satisfaction, a recognition

of appellants' title, until they (appellees) changed their

minds, nine years after and found it for their pecuniary

interest to assail the Nowells and seek to get away

their property.

We respectfully submit that appellees' so-called

prima facie case has been abundantly rebutted. What

have appellees done to meet this conclusive rebuttal

of their so-called prima facie case? Nothing.

We respectfully submit that the decision of this

appellate Court should therefore be against appellees

and that appellants are entitled to a reversal of the

decree of the Court below.

Of further Proof of Appellants' Innocence.

Appellees (Brief, p. 56) state that Thomas S.

Nowell, in his testimony, did not try "to allay or

dissipate the suspicion" attaching "to the interlinea-

tion of the words 'last twelve.'"

We respectfully submit that a failure "to try to

allay or dissipate" suspicion is rather an indication

of innocence than otherwise. In the nature of things

and judging the witness by the rules governing human

conduct, it is perfectly obvious that a man who had

consciously committed a wrong would do all within

his power "to allay or dissipate" suspicion. And con-

versely, a man who is innocent of wTongdoing would

see no reason, would have no desire, and would not

think of trying "to allay or dissipate "suspicion.
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This circumstance we deem to be worthy of con-

sideration with the other elements in this case, prov-

ing the total absence of fraud or fraudulent intent.

Appellees have the Affirmative and they must prove

their Case. They must prove the Actual Fraud

alleged.

At page 57 appellees in their brief attempt to

show^ that Thomas S. Nowell was claiming the benefit

of the offer of June 22, 1896. We have discussed

that point in Willis E. Nowell 's brief, pages 82, 83,

and w^e do not see that there is much to be added.

Suppose Thomas S. Nowell had destroyed that offer.

What would he have been entitled to rely upon ? The

corporate records, which embodied both the offer and

acceptance. Suppose the records showed that fifteen

claims had been offered and accepted, what would the

appellees rely on? Who are offering this letter? Ap-

pellees. Who are charging fraud? Appellees. Who
have the affirmative ? Appellees. Where is the written

contract? In the record book. What must appellees

show to win ? A fraudulent alteration of the offer and

records.

How is it possible under such conditions to hold

that Thomas S. Nowell, after ten years of delay, must

explain in detail this interlineation? The appellees

have undertaken to prove fraud, and they are putting

in this alleged altered offer as a part of their evidence.

They are clearly not entitled to maintain that Mr.

Nowell is relying upon it, and that in spite of an unrea-

sonable delay of ten 3^ears he must explain and tell all

about it. It is not "the dut}" of Thomas S. Nowell to
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explain and account for this alteration," for that

proposition assumes that the contract was made as

alleged, when the fact is, it has not yet been proved by

appellees. Thomas S. Nowell relies on the corporate

records, never before challenged. Appellees assert they

are false. The burden is on appellees to prove their

case.

The Court below stated that "it is the general

rule that where an}' suspicion is raised, or the evidence

fails to produce belief as to the genuineness of the

altered instrument, the burden is upon the person

claiming under it to remove the suspicion by account-

ing for the alteration." {Tr. 103.) The evidence

clearly establishes that it is genuine.

In the face of such conclusive evidence how can

it be maintained that Mr. Nowell after a delay of ten

years must also explain f In view of the burden of the

afhrmative resting upon appellees they cannot escape

that biirden by claiming that appellants must explain,

and if, after ten years, appellants fail to explain that

it is evidence of fraud, and therefore that because ap-

pellants after ten 3'ears have not explained, appellees

have proved their case.

We maintain that appellees have the burden of

proving their allegations. That is an indisputable

rule of procedure. We also maintain that appellants

have a right to rely upon the official records of the

company, and that appellees have not rebutted the

presumption of law in favor of said records. We
further maintain that the evidence appellees have

adduced has actually proved that appellees' charges of

fraud are false.
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When, however, the evidence of the whole case

proves that complainants' allegations of fraud are

false, it is idle to talk about rules of evidence or of

procedure.

We do not "Think this Court is Blind," as Counsel for

Appellees suggest.

In our brief for Willis E. Nowell, at pages 72-78, we

drew inferences from the facts that have been estab-

lished in this case which would show that the decision

not to include the Johnson Group had come about in a

natural way, and that it was finally decided as a matter

of policy that it was advisable for the company to

purchase the twelve claims only. We do possess the

"hardihood," as counsel for appellees call it, to press

this inference upon the attention of this Court (Ap-

pellees' brief, pp. 65, 66), and we have the "hardi-

hood" to call the attention of this Court to the fact

that counsel for appellees have brought out in their

brief another point in favor of this inference. At page 31

appellees state: "He (Henry Endicott) further testi-

fied that Nowell was pressed for money to conduct the

affairs of the. Berners Bay Company." So, in ad-

dition to the fact that the company was in financial

difficulties, we know now that Mr. Nowell himself was

pressed for money. Now, suppose Mr. Nowell had

actually conveyed the equitable title to the Johnson

claims to the Berners Bay Company. That he had

not completed his payments therefor is proved by

the testimoney of William Endicott, as well as by

other evidence. We would then have had this situa-

tion: the company would have received the equitable
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title to the Johnson Group and the Nowells would

have received the consideration therefor. Both the

company and the Nowells at the time were pressed

for money.

The possession of a grantee under a deed placed

in escrow, but never delivered, is the possession of

the grantor. McAuliff v. Parker, 10 Wash. 141.

Now suppose the purchase price installments had

been defaulted on. What would then have happened?

The vendor would have asserted his vendor's lien.

1 Perry on Trusts (5 Ed.), § 232.

The theory on which appellees are going pre-

supposes that Mr. Nowell would have conveyed the

title and the company would have accepted it under

circumstances whereby the company was in danger

of losing its title to the Johnson, provided the com-

pany, pressed for money, could not meet the purchase-

price payments. And this leads us back to the very

position we assumed in our brief for appellant Willis

E. Nowell, pp. 72-78, — that for the ver}- reason the

company was "pressed for money" and its bonds in

default, it was not considered wise by the directors to

assume the obligation to pay the purchase-price due

on the Johnson claims.

The whole financial backing of this company was

concerned in the bond transaction of June, 1896, com-

plained of. That Henr}^ Endicott acquired some

$261,000. of these bonds shows his share in it. Guy

Lamkin was one of that interest. Non constat but

Aaron Hobart, another of the parties concerned, was

the president of the National Bank where this company
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did all its banking. Wallace Hackett was another.

Hon. Charles H. Sawyer was another. We are drawing

inferences from facts. That is our privilege, we believe.

It is for the Court to judge of the reasonableness and

weight of these inferences.

We respectfully submit that where the whole

financial backing of a concern serenely submits to and

acquiesces in a certain state of affairs for nearly ten

years the only inference that can be drawn therefrom

is that it was a satisfactory state of affairs and that

there must have been some good reason for permitting

it to continue so long unquestioned. Otherwise we

must presume that these men of large affairs were

nonentities and incapable of managing their own

affairs.

We have advanced a reason that seems to us to

be fotinded on reason, having due regard for the situa-

tion of the parties in 1896. It requires no "hardi-

hood '

' to advance a reason which one honestly believes

to be a good reason and one that very likely is the

reason.

We rely upon the learning and justice of this

Court to give to it the weight to which it may be

entitled.

Appellees* Allegations of Fraud were not Sufficient.

Appellees (Brief, p. 64) contend that their alle-

gations of fraud are sufficient. We have treated of

this point in Willis E. Nowell's brief, pages 61-63,

and we do not think it necessary to add anything to
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what we have already said in those pages. We rest

our contention upon the great cases we have cited

in support thereof.

Miscellaneous Minor Contentions of Appellees.

Appellees are mistaken. (Brief, p. 33.) No more

than $1,000,000 deferred stock was delivered to the

Nowells in consideration of the twelve claims; the

other $500,000 of stock was to be used as a bonus

in floating the bonds.

Mr. Thomas S. Nowell testified as follows, at page

328 of the record

:

"Q. What did you receive for your share of the

twelve claims?

A. I haven't received anything yet.

Q. Haven't received anything?

A. No.

Q. Was there $500,000 shares of stock trans-

ferred to you?

A. It was transferred to me for the purpose of

financing the $300,000 dollar bonds.

Q. And was that the reason and purpose of the

transfer of ($) 500,000 shares of stock to you, Mr.

Nowell?

A, The bonds could never have been financed with-

out it."

Appellees are mistaken. (Brief, p. 37.) Wm. M.

Payson and Arthur L. Nowell were not the only per-

sons present. C. O. Barrows attested the minutes as

clerk, and he must have been present. {Tr. 608.)
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A little arithmetic will show the misleading, de-

ceptive nature of appellees' statement at the bottom

of page 39 of their brief. At the meeting of June 24,

1896, T. S. and W. E. Nowell voted 4,953 shares. At

the meeting of ^larch 30, 1897, they voted 18,320

shares. The 15,000 shares received since June 24,

1896, plus 4,953 shares equal 19,953 shares, which

number of shares less 18,320 shares leaves a difference

of 1,633 shares which had evidently been issued as a

bonus in selling bonds authorized at the meeting of

June 24, 1896, or nearly one-third of the whole number

of shares issued to T. S. Nowell for floating the bonds,

from which fact it is to be inferred that between June

24, 1896, and March 30, 1897, Mr. Nowell placed one-

third of the new bonds or $100,000 of bonds in

money value. It will, therefore, be seen that while

the Nowells nominally controlled these additional

5,000 shares, they were continually being transferred

as a bonus in placing the bonds, in accordance with

the understanding at the time and as testified by Mr.

Nowell, above noted.

Appellees are continually reiterating the statement

that the twelve claims conve^^ed "were of uncertain or

no value." (Brief, p. 44.) The Nowells paid $10,000

for the Selkirk alone. {Tr. 313.) There were eleven

others, some of which showed surface indications

"very much richer than the Comet," at the same stage

of development. We have shown why the Comet was

used as a standard. Under this state of facts it is a

piece of folly to seek to establish that the twelve

claims conveyed "were of uncertain or no value."
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Summary of Second Section.

This second section deals with the question of

fraud.

What have appellees done to rebut the defence ap-

pellants have herein presented ? What have they done

to meet the doctrines of the great and ruling cases

cited in Willis E. Nowell's brief, pages 60 to 94? Ap-

pellees' pleadings and allegations are not specific.

They have offered no evidence to prove fraud. They

have not rebutted the legal presumption of innocence.

They have not proved the contract. They have sup-

pressed a deposition. They have presumed a fraudu-

lent alteration of a writing. They constantly reiterate

the charge of fraud, but they offer no proofs. Their

case consists of allegations and allegations alone. We
feel justified in maintaining that they have done noth-

ing, proved nothing. They have fabricated grievous

charges of fraud against innocent men.

The acts of these faithless appellees condemn

them. In the face of such convincing evidence of

their unworthiness, we refrain from further comment.

THIRD.

Laches.

Appellees are Guilty of Gross, Unexcused Laches.

The third proposition of appellees is as follow^s:

"The appellants cannot, under the circumstances

of this case, avail themselves of the defence of laches."

(Appellees' brief, p. 67.)
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With reference to the pecuUar appHcabihty c>f the

defence of laches to this case we respectfully refer the

Court to pages 94 to 124 of our brief for appellant

Willis E. Nowell. We submit that the great weight

of author it}^ is with us in this our contention that

appellees are barred by gross, inexcusable, and un-

excused delay for an unreasonable length (^f time.

Lord Camden said: "A court of equity, which
is never active in relief against conscience, or

public convenience, has always refused its aid to

stale demands where the party has slept upon
his right and acquiesced for a great length of time.

Nothing can call forth this court into activity

but conscience, good faith, and reasonable dili-

gence^

This famous principle "is still the guide of the

court in cases w^here the party seeking its aid has

been guilty of great delay."

We have shown that these appellees for a period

of nearly ten years have persistently and consistently

pursued a course of conduct by which their acquies-

cence in, and satisfaction with the result of the stock-

holders' meeting of June 24, 1896, must be taken to

be conclusively established.

In Bell v. Hudson, 73 Cal. at 288, it was said that

"the principal foundations of the doctrine (of laches)

are acquiescence and lapse of time." (Willis E. Now-

ell's brief, p. 122.) Where we have shown indis-

putable acts of acquiescence and great lapse of time,

how is it possible for counsel seriously to argue that

the doctrine of laches does not operate against these

appellees? The facts we have shown and the prece-

dents we have cited at pages 94 to 124 in our brief
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for Willis E. Nowell and the exposition of facts we

have above given in the First and Second sections of

this reply brief, establish, beyond all power of human
mind to call in question, the fact that for nearly ten

years these appellees have acquiesced in, and have

been perfectly satisfied with the state of affairs they

are now, for selfish reasons, seeking to overturn.

Appellants' Averments are not ''Feeble," as Counsel for

Appellees Contend.

Taking up appellees' propositions seriatim, be-

ginning at page 68 of their brief, we first find the

contention that

"some feeble averments are contained in the
answers from which it might be inferred that
there has been a change in the value of the prop-
erty; no evidence, however, of any kind, was
offered in support of those averments."

These answers are spread upon the record, and

this Court is not obliged to take the word of any

person as to their strength or feebleness of character.

We find them to be overflowing with a full measure of

strong and unequivocal averments, of righteously in-

dignant denials, of vigorously phrased language, and

we feel confident that the Court, upon inspection of

the same, will also be of this opinion.

They are to be found beginning respectively at

pages 27, 34, 72 and at 469 of the record. Particu-

lar attention is called to the answer beginning on page

469. This attempt of appellees to belittle them is a

piece cf folly. They speak for themselves.
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The Rights of the Company are not "Well Defined."

The statement by appellees (Brief, p. 68) that

"the rights of the company to the 'Johnson Group'

are so well defined that an increase in the value of

the mines would be no defence" is a conclusion of

law, which under a state of facts showing the con-

trary to be the case is both unsound and misleading.

Had appellees done anything to prove their rights

we would discuss this point. As appellees have not

backed up their allegations with proofs, they have not

overcome the presumption of law in favor of appel-

lants. Neither have appellees offered a scintilla of evi-

dence to explain away the long delay and the many
acts done by appellees and their associates proving

that appellees' charges of fraud are wholly unfounded.

Under these circumstances it is not necessary to dis-

cuss the reckless assumption that "the rights of the

company to the Johnson Group" are "well defined."

A Decree for Specific Performance would be unjust as

to Appellants.

In answer to the proposition that "no evidence,

however, of any kind was offered in support of those

averments contained in those answers" (Appellees'

brief, p. 68), we would call the attention of the Court

to pages 84-88 of Willis E. Nowell's brief. The facts

there shown have never been denied, much less dis-

proved by appellees, and appellees, in their brief, do

not once state or contend that they have been either

denied or disproved. This learned Court is quite com-

petent to appreciate the significance of that state of
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the pleadings and proofs and to understand that these

facts, as stated in our brief, are facts.

What then becomes of appellees' contention

(page 69) that with the payment of the paltr}^ sum

of $300 with interest from Dec. 10, 1902, ap-

pellees will have '

' done equity
'

' ? How can it be

successfully maintained that after these appellants

have paid $25,000 to acquire title, spent thousands of

dollars in assessment and development work, taken

out an United States patent, and paid all the expenses

thereto attaching, the relations of the parties have

not changed? We call the attention of this Court in

particular to page 86 of Willis E. Nowell's brief.

On page 43 appellees, in their brief, quote Mr.

Cobb as having stated that the "Johnson Group"

was worth $750,000. But that argument cuts both

ways. If the "Johnson Group" is worth $750,000,

what made it so but the thousands of dollars spent upon

it by appellants since the date of its acquisition by

them? It was no more than a promising prospect in

1896, therefore it is the development work done and paid

for by the appellants that has demonstrated this value,

and which is conclusive of the fact that there has been

"a substantial change in the relations of the parties.''

For these reasons their contention that it would

not be inequitable to decree a conveyance of the

Johnson claims falls to the ground.

The Question as to when Willis E. Nowell acquired

Title is not material.

Appellees in their brief devote pages 69 (last

paragraph) to 72 to the discussion of the question as

to the time Willis E. Nowell acquired the title to the
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Johnson claims. (See appellant Willis E. Nowell's

brief, p. 154.)

Now, we would like to ask what all this discussion

as to the time the title to the "Johnson Group" vested

in Willis E. Nowell has to do with the decision of this

issue? It has absolutely nothing to do with it. We
must not allow the precise point in issue to be buried

up and lost sight of in a mass of legal propositions and

verbiage that, in the last analysis, are not in any

sense pertinent.

These appellees have charged fraud. This case

must stand or fall on that allegation. Should they

fail to prove fravid, the actual fraud alleged, they are

not entitled to a decree upon any other ground. After

the lapse of ten years a Court of Equity will hold a

complainant to a much higher standard of proofs than

if he had used due diligence in pursuing his remedy.

When the deficiencies of appellees' case, consisting

of a total lack of proofs of their allegations of fraud,

is compared with the remarkable chain of facts that

appellants have presented for the consideration of this

Court, the outrageous bad faith of these appellees

becomes the more glaringly apparent by reason of

this great lapse of time.

The Doctrine of Inurement of After-acquired Title by

Estoppel is not applicable to this Case.

At page 72 of their brief appellees invoke the

doctrine of estoppel to establish the proposition that

the after-acquired title of the "Johnson Group" in-

ured to the Berners Bay Company, and they cite a

case of the transfer of personal property in support of

their contention. In the first place these twelve claims
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were undoubtedly transferred by quitclaim deeds

without covenants of warranty, such as are usual in

mining deals, similar to the deeds by which the "John-

son Group" was transferred first to the Nowells and

then to the Nowell Mining & ]\lilling Company.

(Tf. 390, 398.)

It is well established that where the grantor con-

veys "his right, title and interest" by a quitclaim

deed, meaning to pass only his present interest, there

is no estoppel. Hanrick v. Patrick, 119 U. S. 156,

175; Comstock v. Smith, 13 Pickering (Alass.), 116,

121; Miller v. Ewing, 6 Gushing (Mass.), 34, 40; Wight

v. Shaw, 5 Gushing (Mass.), 56, 64; Rawle on Covenants

for Title (5 Ed.), §250, p. 370; Jackson v. Bradford,

4 Wend. (N.Y.) 619, 622.

The above decisions demonstrate that in order

to invoke the doctrine of inurement of after-acquired

titles by estoppel with regard to real estate, there must

have been covenants of warranty in the grantor's deed,

otherwise the doctrine does not apply.

This doctrine of estoppel has no place in, neither

is it pertinent to the issue of fraud herein involved.

Fraud cannot be Predicated upon taking Advantage of

General Incorporation Laws.

Pages 73 to 75 of appellees' brief are devoted to a

consideration of the formation of the Nowell Mining

& Milling Gompany, and of the Alaska Nowell Gold

Mining Gompany, and of the fact that their purpose

was to acquire, own and develop the Johnson claims.

Of course they were, and the Nowells did not hesitate

to include their family name in the name of each
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corporation. These two companies were openly in-

corporated and the purpose of their incorporation

was well known to all these parties.

The Court will recall that Wallace Hackett was

one of the parties whom Henry Endicott avers he in-

duced to purchase bonds pursuant to the alleged con-

tract of June 3, 1896. {Tr. 57.) On page 74 appellees

show that Wallace Hackett was a shareholder to the

extent of one share each in the Nowell Mining & Mill-

ing Compan}' and in the Alaska Nowell Gold Mining

Company.

The avowed purpose of these two Nowell com-

panies was to acquire and develop the "Johnson

Group," and Wallace Hackett, one of the parties who

Henry Endicott claims was defrauded, assisted in their

formation.

Wallace Hackett, more than seven years after the

transaction which has proved to be so distressing to

Henry Endicott, is content to own one share, probably

presented to him, in a company that was formed for

the express purpose of depriving him of the very

property that is, it is contended, impressed with a

trust as a result of the transaction complained of and

to which he was a party! This is simply one of the

many acts showing acquiescence.

N.B. It is a most singular circumstance that of

all the seven parties to that transaction, the two Endi-

cotts are the only ones who have appeared either as

parties or w^itnesses in this suit.

The controlling factor in this question of laches

is the acquiescence of appellants for ten years in the
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very state of facts that they are now seeking to over-

turn. A Court of Equity will not allow a party to

acquiesce in a transaction for nearly ten years and

then, when he thinks it may be to his pecuniary ad-

vantage so to do, to change his mind and enforce an

unproved contract in spite of his acquiescence.

Appellees are Undeniably Guilty of the Grossest Laches.

At pages 79-83 appellees in their brief discuss

what they evidently consider their weightiest grounds

for contending that the defence of laches is not avail-

able to these appellants.

To sustain this contention they set up the fact

that the Nowells (including F. D. Nowell, receiver of

the Berners Bay Company) were interested in all

these companies. It is also attempted to be shown

that F. D. Nowell was delinquent in the performance

of his duty as receiver. Appellees assert as follows:

"A significant fact, in this connection, is that as late

as Nov. 20, 1905, F. D. Nowell, in writing, refused

to bring suit on behalf of the company for the claims

in question." (Appellees' brief, p. 80.) The corre-

spondence pertaining to this part of the case will be

found in the record at pages 509 and 514 respectively.

F. D. Nowell writes: "But, I have no information

whatever, much less evidence, of any claim that that

company has to the Johnson properties." {Tr. 514.)

All of which was absolutely true. The record dis-

closes upon what evidence ( ?) appellees base their

complaint. The record also discloses where that evi-

dence (?) was. In the possession of complainants. {Tr.

346.)
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It affirmatively appears by this record that not

one of the Nowells, not excepting F. D. N)well, made

any objection to the bringing of this suit, but on the

contrary his (F. D. Nowell's) attorney stated in open

court that these appellants (defendants below) were

ready to enter their appearance as soon as the suit was

brought. {Tr. 517.) And to facilitate the hearing of

this suit these appellants went so jar as "to agree to

waive all technicalities in the means and methods

of production of evidence." (7>. 31.)

Is it possible to show a greater willingness on the

part of defendants to submit their rights to the arbi-

tration of the courts? To predicate a refusal upon

such a state of facts is to pervert the truth.

Now what is the legal significance of the fact that

a company is in the control of a majority that is

oppressing the minority? The minority stockholder is

absolved from the duty of requesting the proper officers

of the company to bring suit to protect his rights as such

minority stockholder, and if the corporation is in the

hands of a hostile receiver, a stockholder can sue without

having first requested the receiver to bring suit to correct

the wrong such stockholder in common with the other

stockholders has suffered.

The following citations establish this doctrine as

being thoroughly well settled

:

"If a stockholder, who has been shorn of his

interest by his trustees, cannot bring suit to

arrest their fraudulent doings, there is no justice

in laws. If entitled to bring such suit at all, it

is a substantial right, which opens to him such
a forum as any other substantial right can invoke.

It would be a parody upon the statute and the
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rule to hold that this substantial right must be
lost unless the victimized stockholder can, within

the time left, get together the guilty parties, and
demand of them a suit against themselves — a

suit implying their own business and moral turpi-

tude. Such a proceeding every sensible man, out

of a court of justice, knows would never be com-
plied with."

Per Judge Grosscup, in Young v. Alhambra
Mining Co., 71 Fed. Rep. 810, 812.

In Farwell v. The Great Western Telegraph Co.

et al., 161 111. 522, after examining at p. 604 et

seq. the cases of City of Chicago v. Cameron, 120

111. 447; Robinson v. Smith, 3 Paige, 222; Peabody

v. Flint, 6 Allen, 52; Wheeler v. Pullman Iron &
Steel Co., 143 111. 197; Brinkerhoff v. Bostwick, 88

N. Y.52; Hightown v. Thornton, 8 Ga.486; Monitor

Furnace Co. v. Peters, 40 Ohio St. 575, and Halsey

V. Ackerman, 38 N. J. Eq. 501, the Court said at

p. 610: "As in the case of stockholders against a

corporation, on principle and authority it must
be held that the same right exists on the part of

a stockholder to maintain his action against the

receiver and the corporation and others, to assert

a right in which he has an interest, without a

request on the receiver to bring such suit and his

refusal to do so, where the stockholder shows by
his bill what is equivalent to a refusal on the

part of the receiver to bring the action."

"But a demand upon the proper agents, and
their refusal to act, are material only because

they show that the corporation itself is unable to

protect the rights of its members; for a corpora-

tion has no means of acting except by its agents,

and therefore if any sufficient reason is shown
why the corporation cannot safely be left to

obtain relief through the action of its agents, a

Court of Equity will interfere, at the suit of

a shareholder, without proof of a demand upon
the managing agents and wrongful refusal or

neglect to proceed on behalf of the company."
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On this point of the stockholders not being first

obHged to make a useless demand upon the officers of

the receiver of a company before being entitled to

bring siiit, see further: Weir v. Bay State Gas Co.,

91 Fed. Rep. 940 (head-note); Eldred v. American

Palace-car Co., 99 Fed. Rep. 168 (head-note); De

Neufville v. A^. Y. 6^ N. Ry. Co., 81 Fed. Rep. 10;

Rogers v. Nashville C. & St. L. Ry. Co., 91 Fed. Rep.

299; Berwind v. Canadian Pac. Ry. Co., 98 Fed. Rep.

158; Heath v. The Erie Ry. Co., 8 Blatch. 347; 1 Mora-

wetz on Corporations (2 Ed.), § 42; 3 Cook on Corpora-

tions (5 Ed.), § 741; 3 PomeroyEq. Jur. (3 Ed.), § 1095,

at p. 912.

We have the law holding, by an overwhelming

weight of authority, that in case a company is in the

control of the wrongdoers, a stockholder is allowed to

bring his suit without going through the formality of

requesting the officers of the corporation or the re-

ceiver to bring suit. And yet we have appellees con-

tending herein that because of the control of this

company being in the hands of these alleged wrong-

doers they are to be permitted to lie around and await

events for ten years and then successfully to contend

that the doctrine of laches does not operate against

them! In other words, that when the law makes it

still easier for them to protect their rights, they are

under still less of a duty to exercise due diligence in

seeking their remedies.

The by-laws of this company provide that the di-

rectors shall "manage and control the business of the
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corporation." (Tr. 560.) Henry Endicott was a mem-

of this board of directors. (Tr. 586.) It consisted of

seven members, of which Thomas S. Nowell was but

one. (Tr. 586.) In December, 1896, Henry Endicott

had actual knowledge of the alleged fraud of which

he complains. {Tr. 196.) On Dec. 15, 1897, the

first receiver was appointed. (Tr. 5.) These facts

speak for themselves. For one whole year after he

acknowledges he had actual knowledge of the alleged

fraud, Henry Endicott takes no action, although he

was a director in this company with Aaron Hobart and

Wallace Hackett, and the directors had absolute control.

Thomas S. Nowell was but one in seven of a board of

directors which by the provisions of the by-laws

"managed and controlled the business of the corpora-

tion"! There do not seem to have been many diffi-

culties in the way of bringing suit prior to Dec.

15, 1897. The directors had the power had they had

the desire.

Under this state of facts what becomes of ap-

pellees' contention that the doctrine of laches does

not operate against them?

Now, between Dec. 15, 1897, when the first

receiver was appointed, and Jan. 18, 1906, when

this suit was brought, the only change in the official

management of this company was the resignation of

the first receiver, E. F. Cassel, on Feb. 12, 1898,

and the appointment of F. D. Nowell as his successor.

{Tr. 5.) During all these years the law says that

Henry Endicott, or any other stockholder, could have

brought suit without first requesting the directors or

the receiver to sue. This suit was brought on Jan.

18, 1906. There is nothing to show that it could not
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have been brought just as easily on Jan. 18, 1897,

or upon any day between Dec. 15, 1897, and Jan.

18, 1906. No obstacles were put in the way of this

suit, and no obstacles would have been put in the

way of any other suit.

For one and one-half of these nine and one-half

years the directors were in absolute control of the

company. For the remaining eight years the law gave

to the stockholders every facility for protecting their

rights. Instead of promptly invoking the aid of the

Courts, these appellees have waited round for nearly

ten years, and have in the meantime done everything

they possibly could do to show their complete satisfac-

tion with the precise state of things they now are doing

everything in their power to overturn.

Where the law removes all difficulties, formalities

and technicalities in the way of bringing a stock-

holder's suit, it does not lie in the mouth of a vacillat-

ing, dilatory complainant to claim that he need not

bring suit, and that, even should he fail to seek his

remedy during ten long acquiescent years, he is not to

be held guilty of laches.

We submit that such negligent complainant should

be held to a greater degree of diligence, and that

should he neglect for an unreasonably long time to

seek his remedy, the doctrine of laches should be held

to operate all the more decisively against him than if

the law had not removed all formal or technical

difficulties. In short, we maintain that the less the

difficulty, the greater the neglect.

The whole of the foregoing argument has been
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based upon the assumption that the Nowells were

actual wrongdoers. We have maintained (see Willis

E. Nowell's brief, pp. 134-138) and we still main-

tain that the transaction as carried out was in accord-

ance with the real washes of the parties in interest,

and that Henry Endicott could not have shown the

facts necessary to entitle him to bring a stockholder's

suit. That question was argued from appellant's

point of view. The foregoing argument was made

from appellees' point of view.

The two doctrines exist side by side, and these

parties are in issue, hence there is no inconsistency

involved in showing that appellants' view, if estab-

lished, would throw Henry Endicott out of court, and

that appellees' theory, if supported by the facts, con-

victs them all the more clearly of gross and inexcusable

laches.

The Statute begins to run when the Fraud is

Discovered.

On page 80 of their brief appellees contend that

because this certain reorganization committee did not

discover the fraud which they allege until "after

Aug. 23, 1905, " and that because "as late as Nov.

20, 1905, F. D. Nowell, as receiver, had no informa-

tion of any claim "against the 'Johnson Group,'"

they are to be allowed to set up the absurd claim that

until this late time the fraud was not discovered.

Throughout the pages of Willis E. Nowell's brief

and of this his reply brief will be found the persistent

reiteration of the statement that Henry Endicott

testified he knew in December, 1896, that the "John-
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son" claims had not been conveyed to the Berners Bay

Company. {Tr. 196.) We have proved that he re-

peatedly acquiesced in that arrangement, regardless

of any secret opinion or wish he may now claim to have

had. Here we have the attorneys for this reorganiza-

tion committee setting up the plea that because this

committee did not hear of this "fraud" "until August,

1905," it must be held that this suit was brought with

due diligence!

"The reorganization committee are practically

agents or trustees and hence are under a fiduciary

relationship towards those who have deposited

their securities."

3 Cook on Corporations (5 Ed.), § 888, at p. 2522.

Being the agents of their depositors, here the

Endicotts, they are subject to the same defences. And

even if that were not so, the acquiescence of a pred-

ecessor in title is a bar. See Erny v. Schmidt, 197

Pa. St. 475, at 491, which holds that a stockholder

who purchased his stock after the alleged mismanage-

ment had been acquiesced in by the compan}^ for a

period of nearly two years has no just cause to complain.

N .B. The company was barred in less than two years!

Where the stockholder, with full knowledge,
has accepted the benefit of an act, he cannot com-
plain.

Post V. Beacon, etc. Co., 84 Fed. Rep. 371.

The audacity of this proposition that, by the inter-

vention of this self-constituted reorganization com-

mittee, appellees shall be permitted to wipe out the

legal effect of ten years of unequivocal acts by the real
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parties showing acquiescence, satisfaction, approbation

and ratification, is as startling as the proofs of their

allegations are lacking.

Appellees cite Rosenthal v. Walker, 111 U. S. 185,

to support their contention that the bar of the statute

does not begin to run until discovery of the fraud.

Appellants do not dispute that doctrine. It is also not

to be disputed that the statute does begin to run upon

discovery of the "fraud."

This alleged fraud was ''discovered'' by Henry

Endicott in December, 1896 {Tr. 196), and the statute

has been running ever since.

In re Ubberima Fides.

Pages 81 and 82 of appellees' brief are devoted to

a discussion of the proposition that "no one was re-

quired to assume that the President of the company,

charged with the management of its affairs, would

commit so gross a fraud upon it as is disclosed by

the record in the case at bar," and that therefore

"the appellants cannot invoke the doctrine of laches."

Appellants are not seeking to impose upon any

person "any degree of vigilance in feiTeting out" this

alleged wrong. It was all ''ferreted" out ten years ago.

Henry and William Endicott knew all about this

alleged fraud in December, 1896. Henry Endicott

was a director in the Berners Bay Company as well as

a stockholder. If that does not constitute notice to

the company, what does f

All this "high-flown" talk about "uberrima fides

of the civil law" and its violation by Thomas S. Nowell
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is absolutely contradicted by the uncontroverted and

incontrovertible facts of this case. The appellees have

proceeded upon the theory that allegations without proofs

and mere phrase-making will satisfy judicial standards.

Omnia Praesumuntur contra Spoliatorem.

At page 83 appellees state that "whatever sup-

pression of evidence there was exists only in the minds

of counsel for appellant Willis E. Nowell," referring

to the suppression of the deposition of S. W. Fairchild,

who is a director of the Berners Bay Company, and a

member as well of the reorganization committee who

have instigated this litigation. We respectfully refer

this Court to pages 81, 83, 107 of our brief for appellant

Willis E. Nowell, for our discussion as to this point.

Appellees propounded interrogatories to S. W.
Fairchild, to which appellants propounded cross inter-

rogatories. Appellees did not use S. W. Fairchild'

s

deposition. What is the fair inference to be drawn

from the failure of appellees to offer it in evidence?

In Learned v. Hall, 133 Mass. 417, plaintiff did

not put in evidence a deposition he had taken. De-

fendant contended that plaintiff did not use the dep-

osition because he dared not, as it would corroborate

the defendant. Verdict for defendant. Plaintiff al-

leged exceptions. The Massachusetts Supreme Court

held that this argument was not pressed too far. At

page 18 the Court said:

"To meet the argument which might legiti-

mately have been derived from the omission to

read the deposition in evidence the plaintiff did
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not offer to show that it was out of his power to

introduce it, as, for example, that it had been
lost, stolen, or destroyed. But the testimony
which was offered would still have left the fact to

be correctly inferred, it would indeed have fur-

nished direct proof of the fact, that the plaintiff

did not use the deposition because he thought it

would not help his case."

What excuse did appellees offer for not using S. W.

Fairchild's deposition? That it had been lost, stolen

or destroyed? Oh no! That ''Mr. Fairchild did not

appear.
'

'

There were more than fifty direct interrogatories

in that deposition. After all this trouble on the part

of appellees, and after allowing appellants to frame up

and formulate twenty-one cross interrogatories thereto,

we are expected to be satisfied with the very innocent

and modest reason that " Mr. Fairchild did not appear''

as an excuse.

What points have we been driving home as regards

this reorganization committee, of which S. W. Fair-

child is a member? These points — that this suit was

instigated by this committee; that this committee pro-

vided, in its plan of reorganization, for the purchase of

the Johnson claims from the Nowells and therein rec-

ognized their title thereto; that no claim against the

Johnson properties was ever made until after the ap-

pearance on the scene of this self-constituted reor-

ganization committee ; that only imtil after the Nowells

had refused to be bribed into becoming parties to this

said plan was their title to the Johnson claims ever

questioned; that S. W. Fairchild, as a director of the
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Bemers Bay Company and as a member of this reor-

ganization committee, must have personal knowledge

of many things pertaining to the company's affairs

and of the inception of this suit.

In view of the proofs of these facts that we have

so industriously dug up out of this six hundred (600)

page record, it is not difficult to surmise what S. W.
Fairchild's testimony would have established. It is

not difficult to stumise why S. W. Fairchild's deposi-

tion was not used. Why " Mr. Fairchild did not appear.

'

'

Is it to be supposed that if S. W. Fairchild's deposition

had proved to be satisfactory to appellees it would not

have been used?

After this Court has weighed all these facts and

circumstances in the balance of Justice, will they be

of the opinion that "whatever suppression of evidence

there was, exists only in the mind of counsel for appel-

lant WilHs E. Nowell"?

We respectfully submit this Court will be of the

opinion that this deposition of S. W. Fairchild was

suppressed because of the fact that it ''afforded infer-

ences unfavorable to the title'' of the appellees. This

deposition was suppressed because it contained evidence

damaging to appellees' case.

That presumption of law is based upon indis-

putable principles of law and upon human experience.

Appellants are entitled to the full weight of that pre-

svimption, and appellees cannot hope to minimize its

effect by their transparently vain attempt at passing

it over in an offhand way.
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Appellees' Cases are not in Point.

In the case of Mclntirev. Pryor, 173 U.S. 38, from

which case appellees take bodily the citations from

other cases and shown on pages 76, 77, 78 of their

brief, they entirely omit to state the grounds upon

which the Court went or other facts in the case without

which their citation therefrom is misleading rather

than enlightening.

In the first place the property was conve^^ed to

Mclntire by trust deed. The delay nominally was nine

3^ears and four months, but actimlly one of but four

years. There were circumstances denoting the grossest

kind of deception. The grounds upon which the

Court went are to be found on page 59

:

"The circumstances of this case are so peculiar;

the fraud so glaring; the original and persistent

intention of Mclntire through so many years to

make himself the owner of the property so mani-
fest ; the utter disregard shown of the rights of the

plaintiff, as well as of Jenison, the mortgagee,
upon whose ignorance in the one case and whose con-

fidence in the other he imposed so successfully;

the false personation of Emma Taylor, and the

fact that the decree in favor of the plaintiff (an

ignorant colored woman) can do no possible

harm to any innocent person, demand of us an
affirmance of the action of the Court of Appeals."

(The words enclosed in parenthesis, also italics, are

ours.)

In connection with the above grounds it is inter-

esting to note the following qualification, to be found

on page 54

:

"We have no desire to qualify in any way the
long line of cases in this court, too numerous even
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' for citation, in which we have held that where
the fraud is constructive, or is proved by inconclu-

sive testimony, or by evidence falling short of con-

viction, and the property has greatly increased

in value, great diligence will be required in the

assertion of the plaintiff's rights. But these were
all cases either of bills to establish a trust, to open
settled accounts, bills not involving fraud, or

where the fraud was not clearly proven, or where,

with knowledge of the facts, the fraud had been

deliberately acquiesced in, bills to impeach judicial

proceedings, or where the property had passed
into the hands of persons innocent of the fraud,

or with no actual notice that a fraud had been
committed." (Italics ours.)

We therefore find that when all the facts of the

above case are considered in connection with the whole

reasoning of the Court, the case is not in point for

appellees' side, but actually lays down principles that

support appellants' contentions.

The case of Prevost v. Gratz, 6 Wheat. 481, was

to establish that a conveyance of land, absolute in

form, was in reality a conveyance upon a secret trust

(p. 492).

The case of Baker v. Whiting, 3 Sumn. 475, was

that of a fraud successfully concealed.

The case of Allore v. Jewell, 94 U. S. 506, was

decided by a divided court, three judges dissenting

therefrom. We would respectfully suggest, without

any idea of attempting to criticise the highest court

in the land, that the Supreme Court, in contemplating

the circumstances under which the deed in question

was secured, lost sight of the fact that the complainant

himself was under no such disability as the grantor,

whereby he was given the benefit of facts clearly
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accruing to the benefit of the grantor herself, and to

her alone. Such being the case, we submit that, on

principle, the dissenting opinion was correct.

The case of Meader v. Norton, 11 Wall. 442, was

one of a concealed fraud, and suit was brought within

five years after its discovery. It is therefore not

applicable to this present appeal.

In the case of Insurance Co. y. Eldredge, 102 U. S.

545, the Statute of Limitations had not run, and the

claim was therefore not stale.

At the end of the citation from the case of

Townsend v. Vanderwerker , 160 U. S. 171, 186 (Ap-

pellees' brief, p. 78), the Court adds the significant

words: "/w this case we think the delay is fully ex-

plained.'' The reasons of the Court will be found

at page 185, paragraph 3, of the report.

We have shown that there has been a change in

the value of these properties and that there was "oc-

casion for more promptly asserting their rights,"

therefore the case of Hanchett v. Blair, 100 Fed. Rep.

817, is not in point.

The cases of Rosenthal v. Walker, 111 U. S. 185;

of Traer v. Clews, 115 U. S. 528; and of Bailey v.

Glover, 21 Wall. 342, were all bankruptcy cases in

which it was held that the two-year Statute of Limi-

tations did not begin to run until discovery of the

fraud practised upon the assignee, or trustee in bank-

ruptcy, and they can have no application to a case

where the alleged fraud, as here, was known for ten

years before suit was brought.

In the case of the Old Colony Trust Co. v. Du-

buque Light and Traction Co., 89 Fed. Rep. 794 (Ap-
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pellees' brief, p. 8), there were but three or four years

involved ; in this present case there are nearly ten years

of delay and acquiescence.

In the case 62 N. W. 899 (Appellees' brief, p. 83),

we would respectfully ask the Court to read head-note

No. 14, as qualifying appellees' contention. At 25

So. 1066 we find an index.

In Brainard v. Buck, 184 U. S. 99, the action was

brought within about one year after notice of the de-

fect in the title.

In Morgan v. King, 63 Pac. Rep. 416, the stock-

holder brought suit within six months after discovery

of the fraud. In this appeal the delay was nearly ten

years

!

In Ryder v. Loomis, 36 N. E. Rep. (Mass.) 836,

which is also not in point, there was a signed memo-

randum, the vendee entered into possession, made

permanent improvements, discharged the real estate

from debts of the vendor. Furthermore he brought

action within the period of time, six years, allowed by

the Massachusetts statute for asserting a constructive

trust.

Without wishing to be disrespectful to the trial

court we feel entitled to say that we believe the Dis-

trict Court came to their conclusion under a misap-

prehension of the facts. (Appellees' brief, p. 84.)

We invoke in all its force the settled doctrine of

Equity that laches should be applied to promote, not

to defeat justice, and we submit that to fail to apply

the doctrine of laches to these appellees would he a

perversion of that settled doctrine, as was stated in

the case of Stevens v. Grand Central Mining Company,
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133 Fed. Rep. 28, 33, which case was cited in appellees'

brief, page 86.

That case was one of an unfaithful co-owner and

his confederate seeking by fraudulent patent pro-

ceedings to exclude the other co-owner (Kelly) from

an interest in the mining property. There were several

lawsuits, death of the co-owner (Kelly), some delay

owing to the appointment of an administrator, a joint

working of the mine by the administrator and fraudu-

lent co-owner, and the present suit brought within

-five months after this joint possession ceased. Under

the above state of facts the Court then justly said,

page 33 : "To hold that the case made by the amended

bill, which stands admitted by the demurrer, is barred

by laches, would be a perversion of the settled rule

that the doctrine of laches is applied to promote, not

to defeat justice."

We respectfully submit to the judgment of this

Court as to the appropriateness of the citation of this

broad principle uttered by a Court in deciding a case

the facts of which are as unlike the facts existing in

this present appeal as it is possible to be.

Stximnary of Third Section.

These, then, are the grounds upon which appellees

base their proposition that "the appellants cannot,

under the circumstances of this case, avail themselves

of the defence of laches." (Appellees' brief, p. 67.) We
respectfully submit that they are not sufficient to

support this, their proposition.

In our brief for WilHs E. Nowell, pages 91-116,

we devoted more than twenty pages to the subject of
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laches, citing scores of cases, many being decisions of

the United States Supreme Court.

These appellees had notice and full knowledge of

all the facts in 1896. This suit was brought in 1906.

In what manner have appellees satisfied legal and

equitable requirements in spanning this unreasonably-

long delay? We submit that they have not offered one

single valid reason or excuse. Appellees have not met

a single requirement.

Have they exercised "conscience, good faith and

diligence"? Are they not guilty of "long acquies-

cence in the assertion of adverse rights"? Have they

not "abandoned a mere technical right" for years?

Has not this transaction become "obscured by time"?

Are appellees "without fault or negligence"? Have

appellees "taken care of their property"? Have

appellees shown "good and sufficient reasons" for the

delay? Have they been "prompt in their applica-

tion"? Haven't they displayed "supine negligence"?

Their excuses are prudential which "entitle appellees

to less favorable consideration by a Court of Equity

than if their conduct had been that of mere inaction."

The speculative character of the subject matter de-

manded that this claim be pressed at the "earliest

possible time." Have appellees done so? They have

by delay also made proof of the transaction difficult.

They have delayed for ten years, both as stockholders

and as directors.

What evidence have appellees offered to overcome

these positive rules of law, expounded at length in

Willis E. Nowell's brief, pages 94-116? Appellees have

not offered a single fact or a single valid excuse. They
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have offered no proofs, given prudential excuses, ad-

vanced fallacious arguments, and cited inapplicable

cases. Their answers to our contentions have been

evasive and misleading. They have made no pretence

of meeting appellants' propositions of law, based upon

the established facts of this case. They have not done

so because they could not.

We respectfully submit that appellees are guilty

of gross and unexcused laches; that appellees have

violated every principle of "conscience, good faith and

reasonable diligence;" that they have set at naught

all rules of equitable dealing; that they are assailing

the characters of innocent men; that they are practis-

ing an imposition upon a Court of Equity for a specu-

lative purpose.

There has been no pretence on the part of appellees

to meet the incontrovertible legal propositions enun-

ciated in the great cases decided by the highest and

ablest courts in the land and in England which we

have collected together in appellant Willis E. Nowell's

brief (pp. 94-116). The law of these mighty cases,

applied to the facts in this case, presents an unan-

swerable refutation of appellees* rash contention that

these "appellants cannot, under the circumstances of

this case, avail themselves of the defence of laches."

The mability of counsel for appellees to withstand the

irresistible force of this flood of judicial thought and

principle reveals the unsoundness of their reasoning

and the weakness of their argument. For a period of

nearly ten years these appellees have been guilty of

non-conscience, bad faith and unreasonable delay.



For these reasons we respectfully submit that

appellants are entitled to a reversal of the decree of

the District Court.

FOURTH.

Adverse Possession.

The fifth section of appellees' brief is devoted to

the proposition that appellants' possession has not

been adverse. (Brief, p. 88.)

It is perfectly true this Court decided in the case

of Tyee Consolidated Mining Co. v. Langstedt, 121 Fed.

Rep. 709, that the possession not being adverse, the

Statute of Limitations never began to run. (Appellees'

brief, p. 89.) We do not question the proposition

that adverse possession must be adverse.

The Nowells bought and paid for the Johnson

Group; they took conveyance to it; they expended

large sums of money on it; their title was a matter of

record; every member of the Alaska community at

Juneau and vicinity knew of their ownership ; the par-

ties to this suit have always known it and have ac-

quiesced in it for ten years; all these parties have

dealt on the basis of the Nowell ownership; and

finally the Nowells are resisting with all their might

an attempt to deprive them of their title. What

more can this Court ask to hold the possession of the

Nowells adverse?

The testimony of the Endicotts proves that the

possession of the Nowells was adverse. Note the fol-

lowing testimony of Henry Endicott at page 200 of

the record:
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Answer No. 16. " I do not remember the trans-

action mentioned in question, but I felt at that time

that I was willing to join in any proposed sale of the

Bemers Bay properties, hoping to reaUze at least a

part of the investment made by me at Mr. Nowell's

request, rather than engage in litigation with him at

such times over the title to the Johnson claims.'"

At page 238 of the record William Endicott tes-

tified as follows (latter part of Answer No. 20)

:

" I considered it of far more importance, while the

McDonald contract was pending, both for myself and

all other parties interested, that the results sought by

the contract he accomplished, than that we should at

that time get into a quarrel over the Johnson mine.''

If the Endicotts knew they would have a quarrel

with Mr. Nowell over the Johnson title, why, then

the Endicotts knew that the Nowell possession was

adverse. If the Endicotts knew it was adverse, it

was adverse, and if it was adverse as to them, it was

adverse to all the world.

Now as to the statute cited by appellees. (Brief,

p. 90.)

The citation must be read in connection with

chapter two of the same title.

In chapter two, referred to in the statute cited,

it is provided that an equitable action shall be begun

within six years.

"Sec. 6. Within six years.

First. An action upon a contract or liability,

express or implied, excepting those mentioned in

section five."

(Sec. 5 mentions actions on judgments and
sealed instruments.)

Carter's Annotated Alaska Codes, p. 146.
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If a right of action ever existed in this cause, it

accrued not later than December, 1896, when Henry

Endicott had actual knowledge of the alleged fraud.

{Tr. 196, Answer No. 8.)

That was more than ten years before this suit

was brought. It is, therefore, barred by the Alaska

statute, and also by the Massachusetts statute. (Wil-

lis E. Nowell's brief, pp. 125-128.)

As regards actions for the recovery of real prop-

erty the statute provides as follows:

Chap. 2. Sec. 4. "Within ten years. The
periods prescribed in section three of this act for

the ccmmencement of actions shall be as follows:

"Within ten years actions for the recovery of

real propert}^ or for the recovery of the possession

thereof; and no action shall be maintained for

such recover}^ unless it shall appear that the
plaintiff, his ancestor, predecessor, or grantor was
seized or possessed of the premises in question
within ten years before the commencement of

the action."

Carter s Annotated Alaska Codes, p. 146.

This section provides that no action shall be

maintained for such recovery of real property, "un-

less it shall appear that the plaintiff, his ancestor,

predecessor, or grantor was seized" within ten years

before the commencement of the action.

In this present case these appellees have never

been in possession; neither have any of their ancestors

or predecessors been in possession.

Now, are these appellants the grantors of the

appellees ?

A grantor is "he by whom a grant is made."

Bouvier's Law Dictionary. " A grant is a generic term,
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applicable to the transfers of all classes of real prop-

erty." 3 Washburn on Real Property (6 Ed.), § 1995.

An instrument conveying land must be under seal,

therefore there was no "grant" in this case, and

there being no "grant" herein, necessarily there can-

not be a "grantor."

Under these circumstances Chapter II, Section 4,

of the Alaska Civil Code does not apply, and conse-

quentl}^ the appellees are thrown back upon an alleged

equitable claim that is now hopelessly barred under

Chapter II, Section 6, of the Alaska statute, as well

as by the Massachusetts statute.

In Equity the plea of the Statute of Limitations is

not necessary when the objection is apparent (as here)

on the face of the bill of complaint. (Willis E. Nowell's

brief, p. 127.)

For these reasons the adverse possession of these

appellants for more than seven years prior to the

commencement of this suit has given them title to

the property in controversy, as provided by the

Alaska Civil Code, Title II, Ch. 100, sec. 1042. (Wil-

lis E. Nowell's brief, p. 49.)

FIFTH.

The Bemers Bay Company has not Established its

Right to claim under the Nowell Company Patent.

The fourth proposition of appellees (Brief, p. 86)

is to the effect that since the Bemers Bay Company is

claiming under the Nowell Company patent it was

unnecessary for it to adverse the patent application.

For a discussion of the notoriously adverse posses-
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sion of the Nowells we respectfully call the attention

of the Court to the next preceding section. We
therein prove that the possession of the Nowells has

been unqualifiedly adverse during all these years. We
also show that the company and the intervener are

hopelessly barred by the running of the Statute of

Limitations.

In WilHs E. Nowell's brief, pp. 140-153, we dis-

cuss the elements that must necessarily be present to

permit a claimant to establish a trust in favor of him-

self of a United States land patent.

The only case cited by appellees to support their

contention that the Berners Bay Company is claiming

under the Nowell Company patent is that of Stevens

V. Grand Central Mining Co., 133 Fed. Reporter, 28

(Appellees' brief, p. 87), which was that of one owner,

without the knowledge of his co-owner and in fraud

of the latter s rights, joining with a stranger in making

a relocation of the property, and in applying for a

patent therefor. The facts of the case made by the

amended bill show an entirely different case from this

present appeal.

At p. 33 the Court said: "These conditions

and circumstances effectually negative any acqui-

escence by Kelly or his successors in interest in

the attempted appropriation of his interest in the
property, satisfactorily establish that there could
not have been any reasonable belief on the part
of any of the defendants that Kelly's interest had
been abandoned by him or his successors in in-

terest, and unmistakably show that Kelly, in his

lifetime, and his administrator thereafter, were
permitted to exercise such substantial rights of

ownership over the property as were reasonably
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calculated to induce a relaxation in the efforts

which otherwise should, and probably would, have
been made to obtain a judicial determination of

the rights of the parties in the patented claim."

There had been, in the case cited, due diligence

in pursuing remedies, and the complainant was part

owner in the property.

Davidson v. Eraser, 84 Pac. Rep. 695 (Appellees'

brief, 88), is also the case of an owner being excluded

by his co-owner.

But these appellees are not co-owners; they have no

legal or equitable claim against the property in con-

troversy. In order to justify an affirmance by this

Court of the decree of the Court below, we respect-

fully submit that these appellees must prove the con-

tract contended for, and further prove that it is to-

day a subsisting and enforceable one. This they have

not done. The appellees have not in any way con-

nected themselves with the title to this Johnson Group.

There was no grant of any kind. The most that can

be said of their case is that had they proved all

their contentions they would still have been obliged

to rel}^ upon a trust by implication of law, a con-

structive trust. They have not succeeded in proving

the existence in 1896 evei-t of a constructive trust.

And if they had, it is now hopelessly barred.

The decisions of the United States Supreme Court

hold that to charge the holder of a patent as trustee,

the claimant must show himself entitled to the patent

from the Government, and that it was refused him in

consequence of erroneous rulings of the Land Depart-

ment. Bohall V. Dilla, 114 U.S. 47, 50. These ap-
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pellees have not shown a "better right to the land

than the patentee." "It does not affirmatively ap-

pear that claimant was entitled to it." These ap-

pellees have absolutely jailed to connect themselves in

any way with the title to this Johnson Group.

In short, these appellees have not established the

trust relation, which trust relation is an absolute con-

dition precedent to their right to invoke the aid of a

Court of Equity in claiming a trust estate in a Govern-

ment patent. In order for a Court of Equity to "en-

force a trust" in property, the "trust" must prst be

established. Appellees have not done this and it is

idle further to talk of a "trust" herein.

In the last section we proved that the holding

of the Nowells w^as unqualifiedly adverse. The tes-

timony of the Endicotts proved that, and it also

proved that the holding of the Nowells was known to

them as being adverse. Now, where the possession

has all the time been adverse, and w-as so known to

be for five or six 3'ears before the issuance of the

patent, how is it possible successfully to maintain that

the company is claiming ''under'' the patent, and that

it need not have adversed it? Parties cannot claim

"imder" a title that has all the time been adverse,

and which title they have known all along to be

adverse.

We respectfully submit that acquiescence for

nearly ten years in a possession that is all the while

known to be adverse offers an unanswerable refutation

of appellees' contention that they are claiming under

this patent. Such long acquiescence, with full knowl-
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edge of the hostility of such possession, offers conclu-

sive proof of the iniquitous motive that is behind this

suit.

SIXTH.

It is immaterial whether or not the Alaska Nowell

Company was a Purchaser for Value without

Notice.

The question as to whether or not the Nowell

Mining & Milling Company or the Alaska Nowell Gold

Mining Company were purchasers for value without

notice (Appellees' brief, p. 91) we do not deem to be

material to the question in issue on the pleadings

m.ade in this case, which pleadings charge actual

fraud. The actual fraud charged has not been proved

and that is an end to the case. Neither has con-

structive fraud been proved. In fact, nothing alleged

by appellees has been proved.

SEVENTH.

The Court erred in Permitting Henry Endicott to

intervene in this Suit.

Since the "fraudulent acts of the president of the

Bemers Bay Company" (Appellees' brief, p. 95) have

not been proved, it follows that the legal propositions

contended for in Willis E. Nowell 's brief at page 137

are sound and not open to dispute.

To justify a stockholder's suit a part}^ must show

that he has an actual interest to protect, which is here

not the case, since Henry Endicott has testified that
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the stockholders "had no practical equity in the

property" (Tr. 207, No. 30), and it must also be shown

that the fraudulent acts complained of are facts, ca-

pable of proof and proved, and not mere allegations

based upon conjecture and suspicion born of a selfish

and sordid desire to become possessed of the property

of another.

EIGHTH.

No Contract having been proved, it is idle to talk of

the Adequacy of a Remedy.

In view of the incontrovertible proofs we have

collected together and discussed in the First and Sec-

ond sections of this reply brief, which facts are con-

clusive proof of the fact that there never was a con-

tract between the Nowells and Henry Endicott, it is

not necessary to discuss the question of the adequacy

of Henry Endicott 's remedy at law. Without a right

of action there can be no remedy.

NINTH.

Under the Circumstances of this Case it is Just and

Right that the Decree of the Court below be

Reversed.

The whole of the Ninth section of appellees'

brief, pages 97-100, is based upon the erroneous as-

sumption that they have proved their allegations. A
careful examination of the whole evidence in this case

will not disclose one single atom of evidence tending to
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prove the allegations of fraud herein made by appel-

lees. Appellees' whole case is made up of mere naked

allegations without an atom of evidence in support

thereof.

Appellees' pleadings are deficient. They have not

proved the actual fraud alleged. They have not proved

fraud of any kind. They have presumed fraud with-

out proofs. One contract that is attempted to be set

up is within the Statute of Frauds, and if it were not,

the Statute of Limitations has run against it. Both

contracts attempted to be set up do not exist and never

did exist. Appellees have delayed for nearly ten years.

They offer no valid or satisfactory excuse for such long

delay. The testimony of their own witnesses proves

that this long delay has been made for prudential and

speculative reasons. The directors of the company had

the pov/er to bring suit and no reason is shown why

they did not. During these past ten years all parties

in interest have known full well that the possession of

the Nowells was adverse as to them. The stockholders

unanimously exchanged the stock in the old company

for the stock in the new company, and have retained

it without objection all these years. Henry Endicott,

with full knowledge of the alleged fraud of which he

now complains, subsequently to this knowledge, ac-

quired more than a majority of the bonds of the re-

capitalized company. The company and its stock-

holders have ratified the transaction as carried out by

the acceptance and retention, without objection, for ten

years, of the property received. There have been nu-

merous acts of acquiescence, by the parties in interest,
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in the acts of Thomas S. Nowell and ratification thereof

subsequently to the transaction which is alleged to have

been fraudulent. Even the reorganization committee

that is instigating this litigation has acknowledged and

recognized the validity and rightfulness of the Nowell

title to the Johnson Group, as has every other party

in interest. Adverse possession has been held by the

Nowells for more than the statutory period of seven

years required by the Alaska Civil Code. Appellants

hold title to the property in controversy under an

United States patent title that was not adversed by

appellees, although it was well known to them at the

time the patent was taken out (1902) that the pos-

session of the Nowells was adverse and hostile, under

a claim of right and title.

These facts prove that the condvict of these ap-

pellees has been inequitable and that they have not

come into Equity with clean hands. We, therefore, re-

spectfully submit that this suit has not been honestly

brought, but that it is an imposition upon a Court of

Equity, instituted for speculative reasons and with an

unholy desire to become possessed of property that

rightfully belongs to others.

In Conclusion.

In the face of such a conclusive defence, what

becomes of appellees' case, based as it is upon insuf-

ficient pleadings and an absolute lack of proof?

What shall we say of these complainants? Have

they shown themselves entitled to the protection of
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a .Court of Equity? Does their course of conduct

appeal to the conscience of this Court ?

It is one thing to perpetrate a fraud upon another

and by so doing deprive that other of his worldly

goods. But there is herein something worse, some-

thing more reprehensible than fraud, of which some-

thing appellees have been clearly guilty. These ap-

pellees are seeking to profit by their own wrong. They

are seeking unjustly to wrest property from its right-

ful owners, and in so doing they are willing to make

an unjust attack upon the good character of an old

man who has done no wrong, upon the character of

other reputable men, and upon the memory of the

dead.

We have shown that Thomas S. Nowell, during

all these years, handled many hundreds of thousands

of dollars of the company's money, that he was the

executive officer of the company, and had full charge

of its affairs, that this inimical reorganization com-

mittee are in possession of the company's books of

account, and although they have it within their power

to investigate every transaction of this company, and

have had this power for more than two years, they

have been unable to institute more than this suit,

which we have shown to be fictitious and brought for

a speculative purpose.

The success of the Berners Bay Company was as

the apple of Thomas S. Nowell's eye, and its present

unfortunate plight is the bitterest of disappointments

to him. Thomas S. Nowell gratuitously devoted years

of his life to the affairs of the Berners Bay Company,

and he has handled at least $500,000 of the company's
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money. He has received nothing. He has taken noth-

ing. He has nothing. These facts testify to the

standards of honesty empk^yed by Thomas S. Nowell

in his administration of the affairs of the Berners Bay

Company.

The acts of complainants themselves have risen

up out of the past to confront them, to cover them

with confusion and shame, to charge them with being

the fraudulent actors. They are the ones who have

perpetrated and still are perpetrating the injustice

and the fraud. They are perpetrating a gross injustice

and making a ruthless attack upon the good charac-

ters of innocent men, and to this unjust and cowardly

attack upon others they have added the still more

reprehensible act of bringing what they ought to know

and in their heart of hearts do know to be a fictitious,

vexatious suit. To gain their selfish ends they not

only make a cowardly, infamous attack upon the

characters of innocent men, but they do not hesitate

to come unabashed into the august presence of this

United States Court of Appeals, here brazenly to as-

sert this fictitious claim for coercive, selfish and spec-

ulative purposes, and which claim they well know has

no foundation in fact, in law, or in equity.

The least we can say of these appellees is that

they deserve to have visited upon them the righteous

indignation and the just condemnation of this Court

of appellate jurisdiction.
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Prayer for Costs.

On page 27 of the record, defendants below (appel-

lants) allege as follows

:

"1st. That this suit is brought at the instiga-

tion of Messrs. C. R. Corning, R. McM. Gillespie, and

S. W. Fairchild, intervening petitioners in cause No.

603 on the docket of this Court, and which is the suit

in which plaintiffs were appointed receivers. That

this suit is not brought in good faith, and solely for

the purpose of aiding the said interveners in a scheme

to load up the properties in the hands of the receiver

in said suit with additional indebtedness and secure

such delay as they may be able in the final winding up

of said receivership, their object and purpose in so

doing being to compel, if possible, the holders of

securities against said properties, or a large majority

of them, to turn said properties over to said peti-

tioners, so that they may exploit the same under a

so-called plan of reorganization, a copy of which is on

file in said cause No. 603, and is here referred to for

all the particulars therein contained. That the said

interveners, and those they claim to represent, well

know, and well knew at the time of the bringing of

this suit, that the same was absolutely without founda-

tion in fact, law or equity, and that the allegation of a

contract of sale of the property mentioned in the com-

plaint as the Johnson Group b}^ Willis E. Nowell to

the Berners Bay Mining & Milling Company, on or

about June 24, 1896, was absolutely false, and they never

expected and do not now expect that the plaintiffs will
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he able to produce a scintilla of evidence in support of

said allegation.''

The allegations of appellants above cited have

been shown to be true in fact. Therefore on account

of appellees having brought this unfounded and vexa-

tious suit appellants have been subjected to much
annoyance and have been put to much unnecessary

trouble and great expense. It is to be remembered

that even if costs be allowed appellants there would

remain still a large expense to which they have been

put which cannot be made up to them under any

judicial decree, and when it is taken into considera-

tion that appellants have been put to this large addi-

tional expense by reason of this unjust conduct on

the part of appellees whereby appellants had no choice

but to defend their undoubted rights against this

attack made under the guise of equitable proceedings,

we submit that every good reason exists herein for

decreeing costs in both courts to be taxed against

appellees.

For these reasons we respectfully submit that

the decree of specific performance of the United States

District Court should be reversed with costs in both

courts.

GEORGE M. NOWELL,
Attorney for Willis E. Nowell,

one of the Appellants.
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